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Challenge grant brings changes with funds
By June Gazek
Lllst Fall, the State Board of Higher
Education awarded a 3.9 million
dollar grant to Kean College as part
of Governor Thomas Kean 's
challenge to State colleges to bring
"excellence and equity" to State
college education.
The grant is being used to irnplirnent the "value added" concept of
college l;!ducation, which seeks to
assess the students' inte llectual and
personal growth during their
education .
President Weiss outl ined five
strategies in his Excellence and
Equity report, which details the college's plans for the future.
The first strategy is to design and
irnph;irnent a " value added" assessrnent system so that student
development can be measured.
Weiss pointed out that some assessment procedures already exist at
Kean College, su.ch as the National
Teachers Examination and other
registry examinations in Occupa- ·
tional Therapy, Physical Therapy,
Medical Technology and Chemistry.
The departments themselves will
deterrnine how they will be assessed. Committees consisting of
Students, Facu I ty, and Adrninistrators will be formed within
the departments to study the assessment process. "The goals of the
department, as well as the skills and
abi\iti~ must be def\ned by the
departments," said Don Lumsden, .
Coordinator of Assessment of Student Learning and Development.

"Assessing how well a program
does to teach students does not
mean that it will be in the form of
a test," said President Weiss. " The
results of assessment is to give us
feedback, and will not be used
against a student."
Surveys will be used to test the effects Kean College's academic programs have had for students in the
past. In May of 1986, the Alumni of
Kean College were asked to participate in a survey which asked
questions like: " What was your major?", " What are you doing now?"
and "How well did Kean College
prepare you for your chosen field?"
The second strategy is to
strengthen recruiting and retention
efforts. According to the Challenge
Grant program's final proposal,
Governor Kean wants to increase
the number of regularly admitted
minority students, and increase the
number of "special admissions" so
that nearly half will be minority
students by fiscal year 1987. Special
admissions students are often from
low income families, and are often
unprepared academically, but are
admitted because they show potential or promise in certain academic
areas.
Pat Ippolito, Vice President of Student Services cited the Freshman
Center, opened in 1985, as being a
part of the strategy to retain
Fr~\;hmen. He also (IQ.le¢ t
~\c,ttten Semfna,, i one
class which acquaints students with
Kean College as being very helpful
for Freshmen. According to the pro-

posal, this should increase the
retention rate among regularly admitted freshmen from 72 percent to
85 percent by 1988.
Vice President Ippolito noted
other programs being developed,
such as special instruction programs
for academically outstanding HighSchool Juniors to have a " mentor"
in a college student who excel ls in
that area.
The third strategy is the implementation of the recently
adopted General Education requirements, and strengthening of
rnaj_ors.
Six required core courses started
in the Fall semester last year: English
Composition , Intellectual and
Cultural Traditions, Emergence of
the Modern World, Inquiry and
Research , and Science and
Technology in the Modern World .
Bredth requirements were also implemented, distributed across the
Humanities, Social and Natural
Sciences, Health and Physical
Education, and Mathematics.
According to Mike Knight, Coordinator of Assessment of Student
Learning and Development, eight
pilot assessment programs will be
starting in Spring of 1987, they will
be in the Early Childhood, Teacher
of the Handicapped (Special Ed.),
Chemistry, Music, Social Work,

represent some of the countries of
origin of their members. This included an exhibit of masks from
Nigeria, figurines made from bull
horns from India, a wooden knife
from Puerto Rico, a banner from
Uruguay, and a tea set from Taiwan .
On November 19, the band No
Discipline played in the Little
Theater as part of the festival. While
the performance was sparsely attended, 75 people, it was deemed
a large success by those in attendance. The band was donated by
CCB.

fi'fllLJe~es

Spring of 198~. _
The fourth strategy is to expand
the colleges' profesisonal develop-

The final event, the Latin/Afro/Carribean festival sported dancers from
Africa, the Carribean, and the East,
to different types of music.
The events which were 2 months
in the planning went well, according to ISA president Jeeva Sri. " I
think it was a success," said Jeeva,
"since it was the first, not many people knew about it. Next year, if we
have more money, we can do it on
a larger scale!' The Peace Center,
and the Center for Global Studies
helped with the event by donating
money and speakers.

Dr. McDonald poses with the Health Services Staff, Dr. JoAnne Pedersen, Mrs. Francis Salzman, R.N. ; and
Mrs. Laura Sargent, R.N. Photo by Andy Kossowsky
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W,KN.:J fiundS

By Howard Kessel
The Finance Board of Student
Organization Inc. 110ted last week to
freeze WKN)'s funds for nonpayment of 300 dollars the radio
station owes to the Harris Corporation, who made the sound board on
which WKNJ broadcasts.

School
physician
honored
By Jack Hemp
The staff of Kean College's Health
Services Department honored Dr.
Joseph E. McDonald with a 10 year
service award on December 2.
Dr. McDonald, the College Physician, has worked at Kean for over 12
years. There is no full time doctor
at Health Services, the post is a part
time position . Dr. McDonald
spends time at Kean College four
days a week examining students.
The award was presented to Dr.
McDonald by the staff of Health
Services, Dr. JoAnne Pedersen,
Director of Health Services; Mrs.
Francis Salzman, R.N .; and Mrs.
Laura Sargent, R.N .

In this
•
issue:

The fifth strategy is the incorporation of computers into the
curriculum.
Kean College now has 11 microcomputer laboratories equipped
with 26 microcomputers to aid in
computer applications in particular
disciplines as well as the prime
system which supports computer
science programs. This year, three
sections of English Composition are
taught on microcomputer.
According to tl:ie final proposal of
the Challenge Grant, two courses in
the core curriculum, Inquiry and
Research and Science and
Technology in the Modern World
will serve to introduce computers
into the central education program.
According to President ~iss, Kean
College will require Computer
Science majors to purchase a personal computer in the near future,
and will be arranging for student
discounts. Later, Kean College will
initiate a study to determine the
feasibility of requiring entering
Freshmen to purchase a computer.
President Weiss said that "the
chance of achieving both excellence and equity are good

Psycholoav and Speech/Theater/
Media de~rtrnents. The results of

Intemati,onal students share cultures
By John Salerno
Members of the International
Students Association had a chance
to share from the diversity of their
cultures with the Kean College community during International Week,
November 17-21.
The events ran from a Forum on
super power policies on November
18, a concert in the Little Theater on
November 19, and a Latin/Afro/Carribean festival on November 21.
During the entire week, there
were exhibits from around the world
in the Library, set up by the ISA to

rnent through its faculty.
According to President Weiss,
Kean College wi II develop 3 program to train staff to realize the
potential of "value added " assessment, and in computer applications. "The purpose here is to improve and upgrade teaching so that
it's not just lecturing to students,"
said President Weiss.
Kean College has already undertaken computer retraining initiatives. The Human Resource
Development Committee (HRDC)
has sponsored summer instructions
to retrain faculty from other
disciplines to teach basic computer
science courses. The computer institute offers courses in basic and
advanced computer applications,
and future training activities will include basic computer competence
programs and programs aimed at
developing expert skills. These
workshops will be made available
to all college faculty and staff. Other
training programs will incorporate
the use of internal and external consultants, and off campus training
programs. According to President
Weiss, several individuals from the
mathematics and chemistry departments have completed their masters
degrees in computer science.

Dames at
Sea ..... .. .......... . 7

" I think it's been a very gratifying
hour spent here every day," said Dr.
McDonald. " The staff is very good.
Overall it's been· a very good 12
years."

A Taste of
India ... .... .. .. .... 8

Crossword
Pu zz le ... ... ... .. 14

The 300 dollars is for a faulty part
of the board which controls tl:ie
radio station's broadcasts.
According to Larry Rauson,
General Manager of WKNJ, the part
had blown up earlier in the
semester. The part is connected to
the' power input to the board, and
controls muting.
It is nearly impossible for them to
broadcast without it.
The Harris Corporation sent a
replacement part to WKNJ, and that
part shortly malfunctioned too. An
engineer at WKNJ was able to construct a usable replacement for the
part using pieces of the old, and the
new parts, which is what they're
. broadcasting on now.
However, the Harris Corporation
· warranty states that the old part had
to be sent back when a replacement
came. Since pieces of the old part
are being used right now, WKNJ
won't send it back.
"The parts are obviously faulty, so
I see no reason why we should pay
for them," said Larry Rauson .
According to Torn Moritz, Assistant Treasurer of Student Org., the
Finance Board froze WKNJ's funds
simply because they weren ' t
notified of WKN)'s decision not to
pay.
" We froze their funds because we
didn't receive a report, a letter, or
even a v'isit from anyone about this,"
said Torn Moritz.
" Barring any unforeseen circumstances, we will be able to keep
WKNJ on the air until the end of the
semester," said Rauson .

Sports Hall
of Fame .. .... ... 16
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What's up at

• • •

Commuter club
By Barbara A. Reyes

On November 18, 1986, the Commuter Club had its third meeting. At
the meeting many plans were
discussed for activities in the near
future. Among these activities is the
trip to New York City on December
13. Tickets for the trip will be
available at the Freshman Center
starting December 1st to the 11th.
The first three days of sales, tickets
will be open to Freshman only.
There will be flyers around campus
with all the detailed information.
Another big projecc that~ in process is the All-College Video Dance.
There will be a 75 square foot
screen, two VCR 's, and two D.).'s at
the dance. The tentative date for this
activity is February 11th 1987. At the
next meeting, Mr. Patrick Leer, a
representative from Bristol Sounds,
who will be in charge of the dance
will attend to discuss all the details.
The Commuter Club is also planning a Hawaiian Holiday Party on

December 9th during Coilege Hour.
This party wi I bring together the
members of both the Commuter
Club and the New Student Committee. The party will be held at the
Freshman Center. Entrance will be
by invitation only.
The Club is also in the works of
obtaining a battery charger which
will be accessible to the commuter
students. The members of the club
are hoping to have one before the
cold winter months arrive. The battery charger would be located at the
police station on campus and
would be used by students free of
charge.
To obtain the success of these and
many other activities, the Commuter Club needs your help. If you
are interested in getting involved,
meeting new people, and sharing
your ideas, come join us. Our next
meeting will be held on Wednesday, December 10th at 3:00 p.m. at
the Freshman Center. We hope to
see you there.

Thurs., December 4, 1986

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I just found out my girlfriend is
pregnant. She has known for some
time and yet hesitated to tell me.
She was thinking she'd decide what
to do on her own. This hurt me very
much. I expect to take part in the
decision and support her in what
she decides. Why is it that all the
focus under these circumstances is
on the girl and everyone ignores the
boy? Don't we matter?
Hurt

Dear Hurt,
You raise an important point
about how outsiders tend to respond to teenage pregnancy, by
focusing on the girl. It does make
sense since she is the one who is
pregnant. However, two people are
responsible for the pregnancy.
Often we mistakenly expect that the
boy won't take any of the responsibi Iity. But, in actuality, many boys
do care and want to support their
pregnant girlfriends. The boy too

qualification~ with thousands of grants, scholarships and financial aid awards from private
sources such as foundations, trusts, corporations, professional and business groups,
religious and fraternal organizations. These
awards require NO pay back and are renewable.
SO DON'T DELAY! The time is now. . Call or
write for FREE information.

Academic Subsidies Research Gro,Jp
"Academ ia's Financial Answer"
Su ite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead , N .J. 08502
201-874-3294

If you have a similar problem or any
kind of problems, feel free to stop
in at the Counseling Center or call
527-2083. Please send your questions to: Dear Connie, Bookstore
Bldg. Rm. 126.

Freshman Focus

Com01unication: Search
.a nd destroy or seek and build?

you find out it was a lie, then you
will confront it. But if you can
believe it was true, then you've
made a step toward trust.
Imagine a relationship in which
REFUSE TO THINK OR COMyou and the other person dare to tel I
each other how you really feel; a MUNICATE BLAME. The question
relationship in which you can
is what to do about a problem, not
discuss your worries honestly; a whose fault it is. As soon as we even
relationship in which you grow
imply we are judging a person, we
impel that individual to self-defense.
closer and understand each other
On Tuesday, November 25, the
sponsored with the Commuter more deeply with each day that
As soon as we start defending
New Student Committee held its seClub, will take place on
passes.
ourselves, we turn off listening and
cond meeting of the semester. This
February 11, 1987.
turn on attack, manipulation, or
Not possible, you say. It's too risky
meeting proved to be very produc5. Nominations for the 1987
retreat methods of keeping the other
to share my deep feelings; what if
tive, with the following topics beN.S.C. Executive Board were
I'm rejected? And if I bring up the person away psychologically or
ing discussed:
held. Elections took place on
physically. Blame is a destroyer.
things
that irritate me, I could lose
1. Our " TRIVIAL PURSUIT"
December 3. The new N .S.C.
DON 'T USE LANGUAGE THAT
my partner entirely. As for becomTournament . is tentatively
Executive Board will be anPUTS RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR
ing
closer?
It
seems
the
longer
we're
scheduled for March, 1987.
nounced in the next issue.
FEELINGS ON THE OTHER PERtogether, the more we take each
2. An American Express Card
6. Anyone wishing to place an arSON OR ON SOMEONE ELSE.
other
for
granted
and
the
less
we
Campaign is being run by the
ticle in the SCOOP: deadline
Psychologist Virginia Satir has identalk. So I guess I'll just settle for
N .S.C.
for articles is December 10.
tified some words we use to convey
what
I
see
so
many
people
doing:
3. A bus trip to New York City is
7. Ideas for a Volleyball Tournaour feelings indirectly by avoiding
pretending troubles aren't there,
scheduled for December 13.
ment in the spring were
our own responsibility for them.
hurting
each
other,
exploding
and
All interested students may
discussed
Such language blocks the listener
purchase tickets from DecemAnyone who is interested in par- · fighting, making up and pretend ing from understanding us because it
agai
n.
ber· 1 th rough D ece mber 11,
tici pa ting in any o f these events,
deflects attention from our thoughts
All right, so that IS the way many and responses to some other person
with the first three days being please attend our next meeting:
people conduct their interactions . or abstraction outside of ourselves.
reserved for freshmen only.
Date and time will be announced
with their families, their lovers, their When we use these terms we do not
4. A holiday video dance, co- in the next issue of the Indy.
friends. Some people even seem to engage the listener in an honest exthink communication is just another change about our thoughts and
way to search and destroy. That is responses. For example:
so sad, because they COULD use
• "SHOUL D "-"You should do
communication to seek and build
this ... "I should do that .. ." "You
open, trusting relationships, if only
never shou ld have ..." Should,imthey tried these guidelines:
Attention Freshman & Sophomores
plis judgment, blame, and an inWORK ON DEVELO PING
ability to recognize the many factqrs
TRUST. Trust builds slowly and can
that enter into any situation. It
be destroyed in an instant. Measure
assumes that out in the universe
HAS THE COST OF A HIGHER EDUCATION
what you say and what you do in
somewhere there is a massive book
terms of w hether it allows the other
GOTTEN THE BEST OF YOU? We're not surof "shoulds' that determine every
person to rely on you, and be
prised , with tuition increasing by 8% to 9% per
move and every feeling any of us is
honest about your own need to trust
allowed
. It absolves us of accepting
year. Federal and State aid cut backs ...
your partner. Easy to say, hard to do?
our own involvement in a situation .
Yes, but possible if you:
Should is a word that causes trouTAKE SOME RISKS, ASSUME IT'S
Academ ic Subsidies Research Group has
ble, is rarely needed, arid is all too
OKJ\Y, AND CONFIRM YOUR
frequently
used or implied.
academia's financial answer! With access to
TRUST. Learning to trust one
another means we each give a lit• ''.ALWAYS" AND "NEVER"the largest computer bank of it's kind containtle of ourselves, take some risks in
"You always do that .. . "You never
ing private sources of college financi al aid totalthe relationship, and then look over do this ..." Very few events in life
the results. If we feel safe, then we occur always or never; when we
ing over 4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantees to
give and take a little more. For ex- hear these words, we feel that there
find five to 25 sources of financial aid or YOUR
ample, if the other person goes to
is no room for understanding or
MONEY BACK! That's right! We guarantee to
the library without you, you have to fairness so we tend either to argue
assume that's a true destination and about the validity of the word, rather
match your individual interests, background and
a legitimate need to study alone. if than about the action it refers to, or

New student committee

needs to be able to consider all the
options. His acknowledgement of
the situation and support of his girl
can be very valuable in terms of
making a responsible decision
together.
Connie

By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center

we just give up.
• "THEY"-"They say
" They all seem .. ." The omnipresent and invisible "they" take a lot
of heat; the word "they" generalizes
without being accountable for the
statement.
• " YOU"-"You make me
jealous ..." "You just don't care
.. :' When we use "you" to give the
other person responsibility for what
we feel or understand, we attack;
the offense may be subtle, but it's
there, and it calls for defense. (There
are other times, of course, that
"you" is quite nice as in, for example, "I love you ," but that's different
because it follows the next
guideline):
• USE LANGUAGE THAT
"OWNS" WHAT YOU FEEL AND
THINK. If there is one simple key
to communicating effectively, assertively, arid nondefensively, it is this.
Consider the difference between "I
IOYe you " and "You mad e me love
you :' In the first c ase, th e speaker
has personal strength and choice in
the statement; in the second case,
the speaker is the victim-perhaps a
happy victim, but a victim
nonetheless. Language that takes
responsibility uses "I" statements.
"I feel angry;' "I think you're angry;'
"I want to talk." It's harder for
another person to be defensive
when you're simply describing how
you feel or think. (Note that this
does NOT mean smoothing over
problems by always taking responsibility for situations as in, " Oh, it's
all my fault." That's letting blame
take over and it obscures the issues
that need to be resolved.
"But," you say, "what if I try to do ·
all these things and my partner does
not? It takes two, you know. I can't
do it alone."
That's true. But if your relationship is worth working for, then show
your other person this article and
the two that preceded it, the ones
on relationships and on listening.
Talk about how you can put some
of these guidelines into practice.
And then occasionally ask each
other, " How are we doing?"
It will be worth it.

Please Mark Your Calendar!!!
Join Us For Kwanza
.
Wednesday, December 10, -1986
7:00 P.M.
Downs Hall Dining Rms. II & Ill
Thank You, B.S.U.
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"HARAMBEE"

At

(LET'S ALL PULL TOGETHER)

Kean College of New Jersey
Wednesday

*C©me Join Us In Celebration*

December 10th

Of

Downs Hall - Rooms 1 and 2

KWANZA

7 p.m.

Kwanza (actually) bPgins on December 26th and lasts until January 1 . The symbols of
Kwanza are set up on a low table abu ndantly bestowed with t ropical frui t s an d vegetables.
Kwanza decorations in the color scheme of Red, Black and Gr ee n are left up
to yo ur own Soul and Crea t ivi t y .
Black represent s the faces of o ur Peopl e a nd th e ir
, o ur struggle and tl1e Blond of all o ur forefa th ers ,
in v ai n. c;ree n is the symbo l of Youth an d renewed
~ tru gg_l e , for it is · onJy through s tru ggle th a t new

collec tiv e bea ut y .
Red represents
a n ces tors and progenitors, not shed
life , continuously coming from
life is created.

During th e fes ti v it ies il candl e, which is called a Mishumaa is let everyday for the
dur a ti o n of Kwanza.
The Kinarn (candleholde r) ho lds s even c a ndles which represents
o ur a n ces t ors .
Eac h of th e candles are reflecti o ns of ce rtain principles pertaining
to tr a diti o nal Afii ca n socie t y :
I.

SeJ f Determination - Kujichagulia

2.
3.

Unity - Umoja

Cu Jl cc tiv!! \fo rk & Ke s ponsibility - Ujima
4.

Cuope r ati·ve Eco nomics - Ujamaa
'.i .

Crea t ivity
(, .

Kuumba

Purpose - Nia

7.

Faith -

lma ni

''Olde Elimbethan
Feaste'' at KeanUNION, N.).-Costumed choir

Menu selections will include

members and musicians will present ear\y £ng\ish madrigals and

wassail bowl, small fowl stuffed
with wild rice, salad, vegetables and

Christmas carols at 6:30 p.m. Dec.
3 when Kean College of New Jersey
holds its second annual "Olde
Elizabethan Feaste" in Downs Hall.

dessert. Dinner will be served in an
atmosphere of merriment and joy.
Those in charge of the event include Evelyn Bleeke of Westfield,
an instructor of music; Dr. Michael
Montgomery of High Bridge,
associate professor of music and
department chairperson; Tom P.
Herron of Califon, assistant professor of music; and Dr. Doris
Englehard of Upper Montclair,
associate professor of music.

Reservations for the dinner and
entertainment at $14 dollars each
are being accept from the College
and general community through the
Kean College Music Department,
527-2107, which is sponsoring the
event.

Forum held on foreign relations
By 1hin, Kuma,un
"The Nicauraguans want friendly ties with the United States and
with the American people and do
not particularly want to provide
bases for the Cubans or the Soviets;'
said Dr. Elizabeth Huberman, who
visited Nicaragua last summer with
a group called SANE. Dr. Huberman, a former professor in the
English Department at Kean College, made her remarks at the first
session of the International Students
Association Forum on "Super Power
Pol icies in the Third World ", held
on November 18, as part of International Week at Kean College. Her
talk was jointly sponsored by the
Kean College Peace Center.
Dr. Huberman criticized the
Reagan administration's aid to the
Contra rebels who she says are
responsible for serious human rights
violations.
While Dr. Huberman admitted
that there are some restrictions on
the press and in the content of
educational materials in Nicaragua,
slie said that they were negligible
when compared to the achievements of the Sandanista government. According to Dr. Huberman,
the Sandanista government has improved health facilities for all
Nicaraguans, and brought the
literarcy rate from 50% to nearly
88%. Dr. Huberman also said that
press restrictions are common with

most nations at war, and the Sandan ista government hopes to end
them soon.
The second session was addressed by Professor Atul Kholi from the
Woodrow Wilson school of
Princeton University, Angus Finney,
a graduate student at the Graduate
School of Journalism at New York
University and Kean College
students from Argentina, Haiti, India, Nigeria, and Sri Lanka. Janice
Jackson, director of Special Student
Services, moderated the forum .
According to Dr. Kholi, who is
from Ind ia, the rivalry for power
among the super powers is so intense that people in the affected
countries are forced to gain the
skills to live with it. Dr. Kholi emphasized that in spite of isolation
and overpopulation in some communist countries like China, they
are able to fight poverty better than
in some democratic countries like
India.
Angus Finney, who is from
England, spoke about Western
media coverage of super power actions. The student from Kean College focused their discussion on the
destruction caused to their newly
independent nations by the super
powers rivalry.
In spring of 1987, the International
Students Association plans to invite
Soviet nationals to speak at Kean in
cooperation with the Peace Center,
and the Center for Global Studies.
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COLLEGE GRADUATES
Special Leasing Terms Available
1) No Money Down 2) Preferred Rate
_____
3) No Cosigner Required

~

-----.... HERE'S ALL .YOU NEED:
v Bring in Your Diploma
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-

NEW '87 PLYMOUTH
COLT "E"
3 dr. hatchback, 1.5 lit. 4 cyl, 4 spd, ~&P
steering, P/B, front whl. drive, bucket sts, radi·
als. Not in stock. Allow 2-8 wks. del. List $6276.

v3 References
vYour 1st Mo. Payment
v Refundable Security
Deposit

OVER 1000 CARS
AVAILABLE
• HORIZONS
•CONQUESTS
• PEUGEOTS • VISTAS
• CARAVELLES • LASERS
• NEW YORKERS • GTS'S
• LEBARONS • 5TH AVES.

752 7373
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6 0,000
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with 1st payment & sec. dep. down. Total of payments $8208. Ask for complete detolls. All terms to quolllled buyers. Not responslble for typogrophl·
col errors. Bring this ad at time of purchase of adv. prices.

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • PEUGEOT
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THE LEASING
PROFESSIONALS

I
ROUTE 22 WEST • GREEN BROOK, NJ
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Letters

Editorial

Want to believe it was CCB!!!

Activities as
·well-as academics

Dear Editor,

John Valby, an astounding comedian he was - sold out the Little
Theater right here on Kean College
Campus, Thursday Night. Haven't
seen energy like that ever, here. He
tore the house down, and
everybody was smiling, at . least .

A few weeks ago the Independent suggested the ,idea of institutjng·a second college hour. Due to the pos.itive response of
this suggestion the Independent put out a
' •survey to get an idea of how -the ,general
campus community felt about a second college hour. The responses to the survey, except for two, were overwhelmingly positive.
The first negative response felt that it
would be harder to schedule classes if there
was another college hour. Since a college
hour is only one hour and fifteen minutes
long it is the opinion of this editor that a second college hour would not interfere with
the scheduling of classes.
The second negative response came from
an individual who felt that academics were
more important than groups or organizations. This statement, although may be valid
to a small point, is.false. Many of the clubs
offered at Kean have to do with academics.
Clubs such as S.A.M., the Biology Club,·
Psychology Club, F.A.S.A., and many others
help the members involved to get hands on
experience to the field that they may be getting into in the future. Clubs such as these

8ecomiog more aware
Last Monday, I saw the movie
"Kate's Secret" on NBC. I was very
upset to see such a graphic display
of bulimia and anorexia nervosa
because it reminded me of the terri ble battle my sister had w ith these
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P.S. - Sharon MacBride, you'-.e got
the right idea . . .

made aware of these terrible problems and be treated for them.
New Jersey has a free hotline
number - 1 (800) 624-2268 - for
people to call for information about
eating disorders.
Thank You,
A Worried Sister
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CCB, let's see some more of that
energy. Three cheers for the Statue
of Liberty!!!
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disorders 12 years ago. Despite my
upset, I was glad to see that people
are now being made aware of eating
disorders and their treatment. My
sister almost died because no one
knew what was wrong with her or
how to help her. People must be

Dear Editor,

are academic to a certain point

,,,~

once. Sold and signed albums during 20 minute intermission - Did
ya' get one?
CCB should be awarded on a fine
publicizing job - First full house
this year. I really want to believe it
was their work that made the event
sucti a success. More power to you,

I

Althou gh academics are important, one /
Pl
must also have time for leisurely activi ties. / lnde ease detach
Stress among college students have been/ .apPr:~11den1 Cc this form
119. Al!" an
reported high in our country. Students need ... _ __ c,ated.
-- ---esr.
an outlet to get away from the hustle and
.
.
bustle of academic life. The cl ubs offered
---serve as an excel lent outlet for such stress.
..
Thi s however, does not im ply that one
shou ld put activities ahead of academics.
The College hour survey has been printed
again in this weeks Independent. The ln·dependent encourages students as well as
faculty members to comment on this issue.
On December 8th, 9th, and 10th the
Independent, along with Student Organization will hold a referendum concerning this
issue. All students are encouraged to vote.
Cooperation from all is a vital part in having a second college hour.

-- --
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By Manny Cantor

''Nicaragua is not our ene01y''
That statement was amply supported by the evidence Dr. Elizabeth
Huberman presented to a Kean College audience last week. Close to
one hundred students, faculty and
staff crowded the browsing ro,om to
hear the highly respected Professor
Emeritus tel l of her intensive " learning experience" in Nicaragua this
, past summer. "The Nicaraguan people are glad Americans come to see
for themselves;' she reported, and
showed slide to prove it.
Dr. Huberman did not attempt to
rebut directly the anti-Sandinista
ti rades of the Reagan Administration . Yet with her verbal and visual
testimony on the life and attitudes
of the Nicaraguan people she very
effectively gave the lie to their disinformation. She showed example
after example of the heroic efforts
to overcome the natural disaster of
the 1972 earthquake which levelled Managua, and the ma n-made
disaster of the corr upt and
murderous Somoza dictatorship,
supported by the U.S. government,
the current extension to overthrow
the duly-elected Sandi ni sta government via the contras, and the thinlyconcealed plans for an invasion by
U.S. armed fo rces.
Pa rticularl y impressive was Dr.
Huberman's account of the literacy
cru sade launched in 1980 under th e
slogan " Literacy is Liberation". It

red uced the illiteracy rate among
Nicaraguans of al I ages from 50.3 to
12.9 percent. In the first five years
of the revolution, the number of
students doubled, teachers increased fourfold, and 1404 schools were
constructed, principally in rural
areas. Despite U.S.-backed aggression that costs Nicaragua so much
in lives and resources, the amount
the government budgets for education today is five times what it was:under the Somoza dictatorsh ip ...
Meanwhile, contra forces have killed or kidnapped more than 300
rural teachers and more than 800
schools have been closed because
of the war. (This information is verbatim from the article "Freedom to
Learn" by Stephen DeMott, M.M.,
in the April , 1986, issue of
Maryk no ll, magazine of the
Catholic Foreign Mission Society of
America.)
The gove rn men t subsidizes
Catholic schools, sometimes up to
100 percent, and allows Mass and
other church functions in public
schools. Chu rch sponsored schools
freely teach religion. (also verbati m
fro m same article). Dr. Huberm an
visited numbers of ch urches, and
showed examples of altar pieces
pai nted in the new emergi ng people's art linkin g religi on and
revolution .
Dr. Huberman spent time with

the editors of both Nuevo Diario
and La Prensa, before the latter was
banned. While she regrets limitations on freedom of the press, as she
does the explusion of a Catholic
prelate, she acknowledges the
validity of the explanation given to
her-that Nicaragua is a country at
war, that the government strives to
maintain reasonable freedom of the
press, that it must impose s.orre censorsr1ip, and e~n ban, -.yritings and
actions that are intended to bring
about the overthrow of the regime.
Especially thought-provoking is this
explanation when one remembers
that the war conditions are imposed upon the Sandi nistas by the U.S. .
government. The way to restore
press freedom and other human
rights in Nicaragua is to stop waging war on their government and
their people.
Nicaragua Does Not
Threaten Her Neighbors
The earlie r asse rti on that
Nicaragua under th e Sandin istas
threatened the security of the U.S.A.
won little su pport for the Reagan
policy. But the Presi dent and Admi nistration spokespersons persistently make the equally unfounded charge that the Sandinistas intend to invade their neighborcountries.
Many months ago, military experts in and out of the Admini stra-

tion told Congress and told the
press that Nicaragua poses no real
military invasion threat to its Central American neighbors. Pentagon
offic;ials agreed that Managua could
not sustain an invasion, plus the obvious deterrent that the U.S. forces
would then openly join the war.
The situation that could spread
the war, and that could be used by
the Ri;?agan Administration as a
pretext for a U.S. invasion is the
heightened contra activity that will
result from the arms, ammunition
and supplies we now will openly
pour into Honduras.
Way back, on March 28, 1986,
Nica rag uan Preside nt Da niel
O rtega Saavedra warned, "The
mercenary fo rces in Honduran terri tory, w hich are fina nced and advised by the.United States Government, are the ones w ho crossed th e
border to kill our people and to
destroy. Our fo rces are on ly defendi ng themsel ves in the border area:'
"Honduras -has lost sovereignty
over part of its territory as the
counterrevolutionaries have taken it
over," he said . "I t has been
transformed into a war zone that has
been turned over to the mercenary
force:'
Recent dispatches from Honduras
advise that the Nicaraguan Army is
pressing the contras hard along the
border, including search parties and

attacks into Honduran territory.
Honduran -.Army Uflits reportedly
had exch_aoged fire.with Nilaraguan
troops across the border. The Hondu ran government has been flying
out farmers, who complain bitterly
they are victims of a war'tl,ey: did
not start ;ind do not want. A reluctant Hon·duran government ' and
people are.bei ng dragged,i!ll~; war
by pressure fo rm Washingtor,,
The chief worry of the co~nces
now guidi ng U.S. policy in Central
and South America is nouhat the
Sandi nistas will invade neighboring
cou ntries. Their nightmare is that a
tiny, impoverished country successfully make the transition, oy a
revol ution, from the brutal Somoza
dictatorship to an independent,
much more democratic, but noncapital ist, form of government and
economy. Thei r great fea r is that
such an achi evement wou ld
become-epidem ic. And that wou ld
fo rce upon our government a big
change from our past policy of
keeping in power, often with our
M arines and Navy, the wealthy
land-owners and their willing partners in the military.
Dr. Huberman's appearance on
campus was sponsored by International Students Association, with
Kean College Peace Center
cooperation.

--------------------------,
_A nnual Kean College

Russian
Adventure Trip

-~~College
hour survey
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Last weeks editorial proposed that a second college hour be instated. Since then
many positive responses have been voiced.
In order for this to happen we need support
from the college community. If you feel that
this proposal is valid or ever if you don't,
please fill out the survey below.
1. How many college organizations do you
belong to?
2. Do you find yourself having to choose
between organizations? (Check one)
Yes __ No __

Iiil I.-01,.
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Russian Studies in Leningrad and Moscow
January 9-January 16, 1987 - 3 College Credits; $1,049.00
An eight day travel course to study the culture, habits, literature, art, and everyday life of one
of the most diversified people in the world - The Russians - where you will see for yourself
those turbulent events and catalytic forces that triggered off the "ten days that shook the world:'
The Cost - The $1,049 covers the entire trip and includes: round trip jet transportation on
a scheduled airline . .. first class hotels in both cities . . . bus transportation between all airports . . . mid night trai n ride between Leni ngrad and Moscow . . . two meals a day; breakfast
and dinner .. . daily sightseeing on the Russian intourist buses . .. all taxes, tips, and service
charges.
For more detai led information and application forms, pl ease see D r. Robert Fyne, W illis Hall, Room 305-B.

3. Do you feel more than one college hour
should be instated?
Yes _ _ No __

4. Do you have any comments on thi s matter?

Please detach th is form and return to ) he
Independent CC119. All responses w ill be
appreci ated .

---------------------------
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Anorexia/bulimia a rapidly spreading disorder
di storted vi ew of th eir body, believ- alcoholics who are also bulimi c.
ing themselves to be overweight The bul imi c has lost control of his
when, in reality, they are pai nfully or her eating behavior and uses
thin and often suffe r fro m food in ways similar to alcoholi c's
use of liquor or addicts with drugs.
malnutrition.
Although anorexia and bulimia
DeMichael defines an anorexic as
an individual who is 20 percent were virtually unknown ten to twenbelow their normal body weight. ty years ago, its spread is becoming
Bulimics maintain a binge-purge epidemic today. Starting with
syndrome of eating huge amounts young, upper, middle-class women
of food followed by self-induced in the United States these eating
vomiting, laxatives and/or diuretics . disorders are now found in women
or excessive exercise to rid as young as 10 and as mature as 60
'themselves of the food to avoid or 70 years old, men, and increasgaining weight. He compares ing among middle and working
bulimics to addicts, noting that class individuals. Most industrithere is a high incidence of alized nations have noted an in-

"The anorexic has totally bought
today's media message that having
a young, lean, athletic body will
make everythin g perfect,'' said
Rodney DeMichael, Director ofThe
Center for the Treatment of Eating
Disorders, at a program about
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia on
November 24, 1986 in )100.
According to DeMichael, anorexics do not intend to starve
themselves but diet in the
unrealistic hope of achieving happiness by obtaining the perfect
.body. As they become more
r maciated, they also develop a

Texas students start a condoms-to-go service
"Yeah, there is a rule about that,"
Bray says the idea arose last
AUSTIN, TX (CPS)-Three enterpri sing University ofTexas students month when one of the partners .Zoroufy admits. " We decided it
have started a condom-delivery ser- happened to mention the Japanese wasn't worth it to risk (disciplinary
vice in and around their Austin tradition of selling contraceptives action) . We were advised not to
door to door. Graef got enthusiastic continue."
campu s.
A lot of schools are neM)Us about
Despite the problems another stu- enough about the idea to print flyers
dispensing contraceptives. Indiana
dent condom service encountered and post them around campus.
at Harvard, the UT students hope to
The campu s Health Center soon University dorms, for example, are
franch ise their idea - called " The bestowed legitimacy on the firm. selling condoms for the first time
Protection Connection" - to other " We pass out their information on ever this fall, but only under the
campuses around the country.
venereal d i seases and they stipulation the dorms don't promote
It is, says partner Christopher Bray, distribute our flyers," Taylor says. or advertise their availability.
Nevertheless, some ideas die
"the perfect stu.dent business."
" Let the (uninformed) make the
hard. Harvard's Spermbusters may
" Everyone dreams about starting jokes. We are a serious business."
their own business,'' adds Sid Graef,
The idea was never accepted at begin anew.
"We have thought of reviving it,''
who along with classmate Christian Harvard last year, when six
Taylor, composes the rest of the freshmen started " Spermbusters." It Zoroufy says. "We are looking at a
company. " Everyone wants that feel- last only " several days,'' says Darius fe.v different ways of making it legal.
ing of success."
Zoroufy, one of the student backers But, even . legally, I'm sure the
university will not look kindly on
They're counting on students hav- of the Harvard experiment.
ing other kinds of dreams, too.
" It was deemed to be in bad taste it."
If and when the business rises
" Everybody's going to be sexually unofficially by the school adactive at some point, so they may ministrators,'' Zoroufy says. "It was again, Zoroufy resolves Spermas well be protected ,'' Graef something they didn't want operat- busters will keep its motto,
"Guaranteed to come before you
explains.
ing on campus."
do."
So during most evening and earHarvard prohibits students from
But if Zoroufy is serious about
ly morning hours, ProtectionCon- operating businesses out of dorm
making Spermbusters go, he should
nection deliver. direct to \Oller.' rooms, a spokeswoman at the Dean
rooms six to 12 condoms or con- of Students' offie says. She declin- drop the slogan, UT's Bray warns.
traceptive sponges for prices rang- ed further comment on the subject,
"How could they be taken seriousing from $5 to $20.
ly with a slogan like that? It's absurd .
saying it would be " inappropriate."

crease in the incidence of eating
d isorders, although Third Worl d
Countries due to th eir lack of adequate food have not. It is estimated
conservatively that over 100,000
Americans are anorexic and 15-30%
have manifested some form of
bulim ic behavior.
In treating people with eating
disorders, DeMichael caution s
about entering into a power struggle over food with them. Urging an
anorexic to eat may exacserbate the
problem according to DeMichael.
He suggests that if someone
suspects that a friend or relative has
an eating disorder you let them
know that you think they have a problem, express your concern and caring for them, and recommend a
place for them to go for help. He
urges that you do not push a person with eating disorder or enter in-

Graduate teacher awarded
UNION, N.). - Dr. Carole Willi s
of Montclair, an associate professor
at Kean College of New Jersey has
been named " Graduate Teacher of
the Year" by the Graduate Student
Council.
She was cited for her work in the
department of instruction, curriculum and admin istration in the
School of Education, Technology
and Related Professions.
Willi s, who joined Kean College
in 1974, has taught administrative
courses for principal s and supervi sors for the last several years. Her
most frequently taught course is curricu I um
development
and
evaluation .
" My goal is to have personal contact and give personal guidance. We
work in groups and get to know
each other.
"I have a lot of respect for Kean
students. Many are dedicated pro-

fessionals who work a full day and
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attend classes at night. I like working with them. These men and
women are vital front line people
for whom sol id theoretical
knowledge is essential , but not sufficient. In addition they seek exposure to excellent model s and the
opportunity to develop practical
strategies, " Willi s said .
Wi II is was graduated cum laude .
w ith a bachelor of arts degree in
education from the Un iversity of
Arizona, Tucson . She then taught
4-7 year olds for three years in
England before going on to the
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
where she received a master degree
and a doctorate in education policy
and curriculum development. Her
doctoral research concerned
America's urban school districts, including a case study of a community controlled school in Newark,
New Jersey.
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to a power struggle wi th th em.
There are several places in New
Jersey that treat people with eating
disorders. The Center for the Treatment of Eating Disorders, located in
Livingston, offers a multi-faceted
program that addresses not just the
symptom, but the underlying problems involved in eating disorders.
Its phone number is (201) 740-1262 .
A toll free hotline is available 9:00
AM to 5:00 PM weekdays at
1-800-624-2268. It provides crisis
counseling, information and referrals as well as taking phone
messages during evening and
weekend hours.
Th·e program about eating
disorders was sponsored by the
Women 's Resource
Center,
Counseling Center, Hotline, Resi dent's Association and Health
Services.
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Arts and Entertainment
Theatre - Dames at Sea
By Sharon MacBride
I had the pleasure of attending the
opening and closing night performances of Dames at Sea in Wilkin's
Theatre on Friday, November 14 and
Sunday, November 23, and found
the "toe tapping musical comedy"
to be the play its advertising campa,ign promised it would be.
!n the tradition of Broadway's
42nd Street, the play is about a
small town girl who comes to the
Big Apple to find stardom. This
wide-eyed girl is played by Irina
Borodin . As the naive leading lady,
Borodin is convincing with large
baby blues and a high-pitched
voice, projecting an aura of innocense. Borodin is a trooper
throughout the show, capturing the
spirit of Ruby and a few hearts along
the way. The one criticism I have of
her performance is that her projection is not very good. At the opening performance, I sat in the back
of the · theatre and had difficulty
hearing her at some points. This was
demonstrated during her climatic
number "Star Tar" where she solos
her way through a climatic song and
dance number, sequins and all. Her
energy was not equal to that needed to captivate the spirit of this
number. Ruby's moment to shine
was lost among the glitter. Ina performed better in the slow-paced love
songs, such as "The Sailor of My
Dreams".
Ruby's love interest is a sailor
named Dick, portrayed by Michael
Dooley. With a strong jaw, high
cheekbones, and an endearing

smile, Dooley is a handsome and
ideal leading man. He has a strong
voice, good stage presence, and a
comfortable ease about him. As
Dick, he brings the comedy element into the love affair with Ruby.
Upon Ruby's arrival in New York,
she is tired and famished and ready
to faint. But before she hits the floor,
Dick gallantly rushes onto the stage
and catches her in quite an unexpected act of chivalry. With this
grand entrance, Dooley cheats a
glance to the audience with Ruby
limp in his arms, and the tongue-incheek comedy of Dames has
begun. Dick is also an aspiring
songwriter and wishes to share one
of hi s tunes with the audience. On
cue, a piano sails onto the stage,
reminiscent of "Airplane-type"
humor. He charms us with "Broadway Baby" and does a vaudeville
type dance number with cane included. Charming is one adjective
which sums up Michael Dooley.
Graduating this June, hopefully he
will continue to pursue the theatre
and entertain audiences as well as
he has done here at Kean.
Sending waves of turmoil into the
love affair between Ruby and Dick,
is a spoiled and commanding star,
the glamourous Mona Kent, portrayed by Deanna Britton. Mona
always makes a grand entrance and
this precedent is set by her first appearance. In the beginning of act
one, Mona enters on a moving platform for the upbeat " Wall Street".
This number makes it clear that
Mona is here to steal the show,
judging from her knock-em-dead

style. Mona meets Dick and is immediately interested in his songs
and the rest of him as well. The
piano again rolls in on cue. This
scene proves to be one of the most
entertaining in the play. Mona, who
is dressed· elegantly and not accustomed to physical activity, attempts to strike a sultry pose on the
piano top, but cannot seem to find
a way to climb onto it. A stage hand
comes out and politely lifts her up.
(Incidentally, this staged hand,
played by Production Stage
Manager Tom Gilmore, becomes a
celebrity through the course of the
play, entering when least expected
to give Mona assistance.) Ms. Kent
then pulls a feather boa from the top
of her satin jumpsuit and uses it as
an amusing prop throughout the
bluesy torch song "That Mister Man
of Mine". Deanna Britton is captivating as Mona Kent, claiming the
audiences' attention in every scene
she enters. Her projection is good,
belting out a song which is heard
as well in the last row as it is in the
first.
Speaking of "belting them out",
that is exactly what Kathy Monahan
does as the likeable character Joan.
Monahan holds nothing back and
gives an energetic performance as
the veteran Broadway performer
who befriends Ruby and shows her
the ropes. She is always the optimist
and leads the company in the highenergy "Good Times are Here to
Stay". She is a vitamin on legs and
I was worn out just watching her
remarkable performance.
Matching Joan in energy is her

beau Lucky, played by Rick Fernandez. He is a fellow sailor and
best friend to Dick. Rick is another
natural on the stage and without
him a lot of the humor of the play
would be missing.
As Mona Kent's entrance sets the
mood of her character, so does
Lucky's as well. Joan is standing
alone as he creeps up behind her
and grabs her in the -uh-derriere.
His comedy is in an exaggerated
form, perfect for the stage. Joan and
Lucky perform a delightful duet
"Choo Choo Honeymoon". They
have a good chemistry together and
play an important role as the supporting friend:; of Ruby and Di ck,
who are often battling the troubled
surf of true Iove.
I have saved the discussion of one
of the best for last. This person I am
writing of is Phil Duffy, who undertook the remarkable (and I imagine
energy consuming) dual role of
Hennessy, the director of Dames at
Sea in the 1930's play, and Captain
Courageous, the commander of the
U.S.S.Q.P. Demonstrating Duffy 's
competency as an actor is the completely different personalities of
Hennessey and the Captain . Hennessey if an uptight, ulcer-ridden
director with no other love than the
theatre. Captain Courageous is a
rich, southern momma's boy. The
Captain enters in the second act
when it is determined that the show
will premiere aboard his vessel. He
is delighted at this, taking the opportunity to chase his old flame
Mona Kent around the poop deck.

Duffy is an acting chameleon,
changing costumes and mannerisms at the snap of a finger. My
guess is that some members of the
audience did not even associate the
two characters with being the same
man. The program cleverly lists Duffy's own name in the credit for the
director Hennessey and states his
middle name, Gerard Aloyisius, for
the part of the Captain.
I wold now like to call your attention to a gro1,1p of girls who sang
and danced their hearts out, contributing a great deal to each
number. This group is the chorus
and are the following: Loralyn
Allen, Lynn Lorfing, Nicole Fech,
Sally Green, Angela Scalzo, Gipsy
Moro, Melody Wallace and Danita
Wilson .
One other actor I would like to
mention is Bogie, who portrayed
Mona Kent's little black dog. Bogie
became so popular that he took a
curtain call on closing night.
A specia l note goes to Mr. Bob
Harper, the scenic and lighting
designer, who designed the set, notably the ship, complete with stairs
and portholes, used in act two of the
play. And, of course, congratulations
to director Holly Rhoades and
choreographer susan Speidel, who
pulled this entire production
together. To all those involved on
stage and behind the scenes,
"bravo", Dames at Sea was a tidal
wave of a success.
The spring production will be Arthur Miller's The Crucible, to be
directed by Mr. Robert Russell.

I Great Places To Get A
STROMBOLI
(Pizza, Burgers, Salads, Etc., Too!)

THE -FEED BAG
Elizabeth
Formerly
Stuff Yer Face
Rahway & Elmora Ave.
289-1977
Liquor Served
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Give me $2.00 and we'll talk.
Inflation you know.

Bloomfield
1J
Broad St.
Bloomfield Center
{Near Annie Ses)
743-7208
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By Joey Kaufman

Bring Your Own Beer & Wine
Lunch, Dinner, Late Night Phone Orders In (Here Or To Go)
GROUPS WELCOME

r--------------i
: ~Valuable Coupon~:
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Buy One Stromboli,

Get o~~ Free
s100 Off Any Large Pizza
Exp. 12-18-86

... ------~------ -
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Dear Joey,
I've been go in g with my
girlfriend for about one year now,
but since I've been at school I've
noticed there's a lot of pretty girls
out there. How do I tell my
girlfriend that I love her but I want
to date other women without hurting her?
Signed Confused
Dear Confused,
,.: Tell her you have VD, and that
you caught if off a toilet seat. If
that doesn't work, tell her the
truth. If you honestly love and
care about her and you don't
want to ruin your relationship,
TELL HER THE TRUTH! Remember, she's probably going to take
what ever you say for the worst.
Reassure her that you love her. If
you didn't care, you wouldn't

have talked to her about your feelings of dating other women. The
truth is a lot harder then lies.

Dear Joey,
I've been dating this guy for a
couple of months and all he ever
wants to do is have sex! We never
go out. What should I do?
Signed Help
Dear Help,
Tell him your pregnant. Just kid- ·
ding. Did you ever ask him why
you never go out? If he stumbles
over his words and he doesn't
look at you when he's explaining
why, and it really seems like the
only thing he wants is sex then
let him do it himself! He's not
worth it! There's a lot more to a
relationship then sex!
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Music
Stetz· - Songs of experience
By Rob O'Connor
I've heard enough sides of the
" what's wrong with today's music"
. argument to know it isn't w.hat's
wrong with it but which of today's
music we're talking about? Are we
~lking Top 40, techno-pop, roots
rock, hardcore, rap, club? Well if
you think only the guitar-based
music of the 60's, you know the
stuff, Stones, Who, Hendrix is the
only music for you. Or if you think
only stuff like Springsteen, U2, REM
'is· for you. Think again.
Stetz in an original all the way
through . Impossible to peg into one
category. But one thing remain s
constant; the guitars. From the
countryish leads in " The Tyger"
(we'll talk more, about this track

later) to the biting leads in the ing a car. gon.e well out of control , the Stray Cats in overdrive. Wh ile
Knickerbockers hit " Lies," the heading for a concrete barrier. But, " Funk-a-holic" sounds' out of this
guitars are always there. Aside from of course the driver is laugh ing all world .
Most importantly is " Kean Colthe guitars, the album plays many along, or is he? A masterpiece no
lege" a tribute to our institution of
styles (country, funk, rock-a-billy, matter what the outcome.
'The Tyger" (see I told ya we wuz higher learn ing. Imagine the Ingarage, punk) all in a firm rock and
roll framework. That is as competent gonna talk about this track later) is dependent (this very newspaper),
the William Blake poem (title of Wilkins Theatre, Bruce Hall, all beas it is refreshing.
The songs themselves range from record was also copped from Billy •ing included in a song for all the
very good to masterpeices. Take boy) set to countryish-r~k-pop- · world to hear. There's even a special
" Not Now" for instance. Lyrically . music. It is 2 minutes and 12 secons thanks to Dr. Evans on the massive
it deals with suffering a near-fatal ac- of classic rock'n'roll complete with word sheet.
cident. Musically, guitars, drums, breathtaking lead · lines. "Johnny
Everything about the record spells
and organs travel at a pace resembl- Cash Loves Me" is comparable to quality and care. Graphics, word-

sh~t, production, songwriting a~d
performances all are excellent. The
only thing I'm looking forward to
outside of their live sho.v with Cool
Ranch at the Modern Art Stud io in
Rahway on December 20 is the next
Stetz record. I'm sure it will be a
killer.
Album is available for only $6.00
from Russo Syndicate Records, P.O.
Box 6142, Union, New Jersey
07083. T-Shirts double sided only
$5.00. Make checks payable to Brian
Sommer.

A taste
of India in N.Y.C.
By Marveli Penton
New York City contains a number
of areas that have become
associated with a specific culture
and its food. Curry Row is a secti o n
of East 6th Street lined w ith Indian
restaurants.
Over the past five years, Curry
Row has expanded into rou ghly thirty restaurants servin g Indian cuisine
at reasonably low pri ces.
Some of the assorted entrees that
start at around fo ur doll ars incl ude
the Tandori, Vi ndaloo and Curry
dishes. Each is available .in a variety of meat or fish and spiced to the
individual 's taste.
The area appears to be attracting
a wide range of people. Artists, executives and c ollege students a re

am o ng those found dining in the
restauran ts a lo ng Curry Row.
. One twenty-year-o ld college student from New Jersey claims to be
a weekend regular at the Ghandi
restaurant.
" My boyfriend and I like to try a
new dish everytime we come. So far
my favorites are the Vi ndaloo
Chicken and the mixed appetizers."
Cu rry Row seems to be growing
in size as well as recognition. It offers the adventu resome diner an oppo rtun ity to enjoy authentic Indi an
food at inexpensive prices.

Music news
By Eric L. Greenberg
INDY-POLL '86 ': The Kean College Independent Arts and Entertainment department wou ld like
you to pa rticipate in a pol l to see
whom our readers think are the best
in the music busi ness. We have
chosen 10 categories. We urge all
readers to take part in. this poll.

------------1. Best Music Group:
2. Best New Group:
3. Best A lbum Released in 1986:
4. Best M ale Si nger:
5. Best Female Singer:
6. Comeback group of 1986:
7. Best Guitarist:
8. Best Drummer:
9. Best Keyboard Player:
Live Performance
of 1986:

The great beers of the world go by one name: Lowenbrau. Brewed in Munich.
Brewed in England, Sweden, Canada,Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.

Remember, you have until January
J l to respond to this poll so please
participate. All INDY POLL
;eSponses should be turned in at the
College Center, Room 119.

11,sWollLDCuLSFORWIIENBRAIJ.

10. Best

c:> 1986 Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee, WI.
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Music to jerk knees by
By Tim Riley
Paul Simon's " Graceland," his
best album ever, has caused a kneejerk liberal backlash. Some of the
most influential rock critics around
are intent on dismissing the album's
great virtues, mythic proportions
and disarming musical intelligence
because Simon, alas, was just not
politically " correct" enough in
these fervently anti-apartheid ti mes.
To write " Graceland; ' of course,
Simon trekked off to South Africa as
a student to learn of regional
· rhythms and cultures. He returned
to mix what he learned with his
own heritage.
But soon after Simon appeared on

" The David Letterman Show" w ith tegration of diverse musical
some of the South African musi- cultures, neither takes Simon at his
cians from whom he learned and
lyrical word. Their interpretations of
with whom he played (at triple this landmark record make Simon
union pay scales), the criticism
seem like a grad-,school English
began .
preppie with little or no understan"Village Voice" critic Robert ding of the power of.prejudice. And
Christgau blasted the record as just the opposite is true.
naive and wrong-headed . Critic
The Everly Brothers join Simon to
Dave Marsh concurred in his "Rock sing the title track, an homage to
'n Roll Confidential." "For Simon,"
Elivs Presley's mansion in Memphis,
Marsh wrote, " the idea seems to be Tennessee, Presley broke the color
that in a time and place where com- • ban back in 1956 by making black
munication is difficult, the attempt rhythms accessible to a huge white
to create public meaning should be audience, and his legend symabandoned ."
bolizes the debt American m usic
Although both of these critics has to its black roots,
compliment Simon's writing and inThe opening words of the song

neatly establish the record 's
mythical dimensions:
The Mississippi Delta was shining
like a national guitar, I am following the river down the highway,
Through the cradle of the civil war
For all the personal lyrics here,
the album is really about racial integration
in America and
throughout the world. The musical
symbolism couldn't be more
incisive,
Every song on Graceland,
moreover, is danceable, In fact, the
new (to us) South African rhythms
are downright ebullient This is
because Simon's guitarist Ray Phiri,

,- \ RT I ST S P R E 5 E +'~ T S
•

-------
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bassist Baghiti Kµmalo and drummer Isaac Mtshali are all South
African, and the music is a direct
borrowing from Johannesburg's
most popular style, " umganga."
The minority white state even
plays " Graceland " on the radio as
a bromide to the current state of
emergency. But what's ironic is that
these buoyant rhythms are' more
than a tonic to the melancholy
lyrics. They draw their strength from
realism . Once again, oppressed
blacks are teaching whites how to
dance on their problems.
Maybe Simon was not supposed
to have learned. In the process of
creating a terrific album, he made
a couple of political gaffes.
Simon unintentionally broke the
United Nations cultural boycott of
South Africa by recording some
tracks there, a move he now wi shes
he could take back. But what's more
important: the letter of the boycott,
or the spirit? Shouldn't a boycott
work for the artists instead of against
them?
Linda Ronstadt's contribution to
the song ' :A.frican Skies" also is a
contentious issue. Christgau thinks
her very presence is " a slap in the
face to the world anti-apartheid
movement: ' And yet even Ronstadt,
who shamelessly played Sun City South Afri ca's segregated resort
mecca - in the late seventies, ought
to be allowed mistakes. Her appearance here in no way endoreses
apartheid .
These same critics are mute when
Ray Charles or Tina Turner, blacks
who should know better, play Sun
City.
The same fuss about pol itica l content in pop music surfaced wh en
John Lennon flip-flopped on the
issue of violent political change by.t
singing "count me out, in" on
"Revolution" back in 1968,
But if the Lennon debate was

besides the point - the song has a
moral message that's still worth
ponderin g - condemning " Graceland," w hich never pretends to be
anyth ing but personal , fo r political
insensitivity seems way off base.
Still, on " Graceland " Simon
makes even the most pesonal lyri cs
pol itically evocative. When he compares Ron stadt's upbringing in the
Arizona desert to singer Joseph
, Shabalala's childhood in Soweto,
he's not consigning either to a social
class. He's ce lebratin g the fact that
w hat they both have in com mon is
a voice with which to si ng and
celebrate life.
Similarly, on " The Myth of Fingerprints;' Simon closes the album
with the story of a forgotten talk
show host, a Jack Paar who could
be anybody. The image of the title
tell s us that it's not our fingerprints
that make us unique, it's w hat we
have in common.
These are not exactl y proapa rth eid messages.
They ru n through the album, and
cast all the critics' rigid accusations
that Simon somehow has sold out
to or ignored South African oppression in a bizarre light.
Si mon's cri me seems to be th at he
fai led to confim somebody else's
pol itical viewpoints. That never
w o rk s, and it never will.
" Graceland " deserves to be judged on its own term s.

8:00pm Thursday, December 4, 1986
$4.50

Student•, Staff, Faculty, Senior Citizen•, Alumni

$8.50 Public, $2.50

Kean StudentS--mezzanlne only

Wilkins Theatre is equipped with a Williams Sound System for the hearing
impaired, which can be rentea for $.50.

Sponaored by the Cultural Arts Programming Board.
BOX OFFICE 527-2337
WILKINS THEATRE, KEAN COLLEGE

The
Independent
Needs .
Feature
Writers.

.
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Announcements
Martin Luther

AA Meet_ing

On December 9, 1986, Phi
Alcoholic's Anonymous is
Alpha Theta and the History having a closed meeting on
Society of Kean College, will Tuesday from 1:40 to 3:00 p.m.
be sponsoring the presenta- Call Hot Line for location at
tion of the classic film, " Mar289-9100 or 527-2360.
tin Luther", in the Hutchinson
Hall auditorium, J-100. This 1----------------4
film is free of charge for the Jewish Student Union
showing, and anyone may atPool Party
tend. There will only be one
·
The Jewish Student Union
s~owing on this day at College will have a pool party on
Hour.
Professors Letteresse and December 9 from 1:4o-2 :55 in
. Siegel, of the History Depart- th e Billiard s Room which is
ment, will be present to com- located in Dougall Hall. New
members are welcome.
ment on the film. It will start at
approximately 1:40, and will
end approximately at 3:30.
Flying Club
Come and discover the roots
Those students who are inof modern day Protestantism terested in joining the Kean
and enjoy an entertaining College "Flying Club" please
movie from the past. Your at- contact Michael Sam, tel: .
tendance is appreciated.
354-7124 (Bartlett Hall).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--i

Inter-Varsity
Kean Professor Studies
Christian
Fellowship
Brothers & Sisters of
We are a non-denominaIndividuals With
. tional nationwide Christian
Hand i cappi ng
Conditions
Volunteers are being sought
by Dr. Meyer Schreiber, of the
college's Social Work Program, to discuss what being a
brother or sister of a retarded
person means. Dr. Schreiber
has been involved as a researcher and as a worker with
such normal brothers and
sisters during the past twentyfive years. He is currently at
work on a volume which will
deal with how such brothers
and sisters deal with their
families and their siblings. Interested students and others
may cal i Dr. Schreiber at
527-2090 to set up a mutually
convenient
time fortakes
an interview.
The interview
from
thirty to fifty minutes and all
material is kept confidential.

Here is your chanc~ to show your support for the te;achers who

Attention

11.ve nude • special contribution to your edualion!

♦
H you w•nl lo ..,, lhonb, write • lea"' obout how !hey helped you, encour1ged you,
ch.illenged you, illlpftd you, gol you lo pw yow best md l o -• iUld ,end H by .,....,.1.5u,

TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION • KEAN COUEGE Of NEW fERSEY • TOWNSEND 114

♦
hery nomiMtlon,.. be

c - . t by 1 • - e e o f ~ of

Graduate Students!
Graduate Garden State
Scholarship Applications are
available in the Financial Aid
Office. The deadline for filing
an application is March 1,
1987.

Sludenl Orpnizlllon, hfllNII 5Cudenl CNlldl, G,ldu.te Sl■dent COUOKII,
ol lhe Alumni Auoci11ion, ,_,...,, honored wilh lhe •word In p,evious ye..._

Attention :
Guaranteed Student
Loan Applicants

The United States Departorganization. We are a very ac- ment of Education has informtive group with many special ed us· that recent changes in
events for everyone to come federal legislation requires that
to.
all G.S.L. applicants, InSome of our events for the cluding those with an adrest of this semester are Large justed gross income under
Group meetings, J-134, col- $30,000, must show need in
lege hour (T-1:40), while the order to qualify for a federallytopic is "The Impact of Jesus subsidized G.S.L. Effective
Christ''.; Seminars, J-100, Mon- October 17, 1986, all G.S.L. apdays 8:30 p.m., the topics are plicants must file a Financial
varied but coming soon is a Aid Form for analysis.
Christian version of A
Christmas Carol (Dec. 1); Bi- 1-----------ble studies, Tues. 6 p.m. &
Bookstore/College
Wed. 4:45 p.m., the topics are:
LI·a·Ison Comm·1ttee
"Joshua" & "The Character of
Jesus". Our most exciting Academic Year 1986-87
event that we are looking forThe members of the
ward to is the CHRISTMAS Bookstore/College Liaison
CANTATA - December 11, Committee welcome any conDowns Hall rooms 2 and 3 cerns and questions regarding
starting at 8 p.m . It is a multi- the services and the policies of
media production with a light the Kean College Bookstore.
show, a band, a choir, and 40 Please contact any one of the
actors. We are looking forward members with your concerns :
to seeing you there. ALL are Louis Benedict - Council for
welcome· so bring a friend!
Part Time Students, Edward
For more information please Callaghan - Business Office
call Paul at 558-1939 or Karen (Ex-Officio), Sheila Elman at 354-8744.
Graduate Student Council,
Karen Gentilello - Bookstore
Manager, Barnes & Noble,
Students
Sandra Gonsalves - Faculty,
If you are interested in ap- Psychology Department, Patplying for the Physical rick J. Ippolito - Vice PresiTherapy PROFESSIONAL dent, Student Services (ExPHASE for Fall 1987, applica- Officio), Rob Laverty - Stution packets are . available dent Organization, Annette
NOW: Phsycial Therapy Office Pedana - Student Organiza-

1--------------1

2 3C1T C, MTW 9-1, Thurs. 9-12, · tlon, Jose A. Quiles -

Come Out Of ffiding!
'The Grub Street Writer
(Kean College's Literary Magazine)

Now Accepting Submissions Of
Poetry, Prose and One Act Plays
Mailboxes located in
English Dept. , Willis 305

Second College Hour
Referendum
Dec. 8, 9, 10, in
Student Center
Come Out and Support
A Second College -Hour.
Drivers License and Kean I.D.
Required To Vote.
Sponsored by Student Organization and the Independent

Assis-

Academic Advisement Center, tant Dean , Student Services
1st Floor Admin. Bldg ., M-F (Chair) , and Walde Woubneh
8:30-4:30, and Evening Office Faculty, Mathematics
J-106, M.:fh 4-8 p.m.
Department.
If you have any questions
about procedures or courses,
or if you have other concerns,
contact Muffin Lord, Academic
Advisement Center, 527-2030.
Completed applicatio n
materials, including letters
of recommendation from
two P.T. settings, are due on
JANUARY 31, 1987.

Foreign Student
Scholarships
. Spring '86 Semester
Applications are J"IOW
available in the Financial Aid
Office. Deadline for submitting
application _is
Friday,
December 5, 1986.

,,EA TING DISORDERS
a
,
I

•ANOREXIA•
•BULIMIA•
•OVER EATING•
MONDA Y, NOVEMBER 24 1986
NOON J-100
FEAT URING ·

RODNEY DEMICHAEL
Center for the Treatment of Eating Disorders.

Sponaorad By : Women ' • RHource Centar ,

~

='m

~=C=ou=••=ol=lng=C=•=••=ur,=H=••=""=c=••=d=R•=•=ld•=•=••=
' A=••=o•=••=tlo=n
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Classifieds
Help Wanted. Travel field position
immediately available. Good commissions, valuable work experience, travel , and other
benefits. Call Bill Ryan (toll free)
1-800-433-7747 for a complete infor,mation mailer.
Typing Service. ·Profesisonal
typist , resumes, dissertations,
statistical tables, letters, theses,
term papers. Reasonable rates.
,Call Eileen at 96.1-,1793.
•
~~qpt. Establish~d professional
and wife, well-educated and financially secure, wish to adopt white
infant (up to 12 months) into loving, secure happy home. Expenses paid. Call (201) 236-2860.
Adoption. We're a happily married
couple
(physician/psychologist) who deeply
wish to adopt a newborn. We'd be
sensitive to a ch ild's needs and
can provide a warm , loving home
where a child will ·flourish. Please
think of us during this difficult
time! Expenses paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie and Alan collect (212) 724-7942.

HISIARCH PAPIRS
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

NINHI aqnq;l~l~J;;~~~2

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Restaurant Help Wanted.
Waiters , waitresses , hosts,
buspeople; cooks. Full/part time.
All shifts available. Apply in
peson. H.A. Winston's, Rt. 22
East ,
Mountainside,
N.J.
654-6777.

teven Wright

Pregnant? Consider adoption.
We're a happily married professional couple with strong family
values longing to adopt newborn .
Lots of love, beautiful home.
Bright future guaranteed . Completely legal , expenses covered .
Call collect Kris & Paul (212)
927-6997.

''LIVE''
Dec. 8, 1986

At
Kean College
Wilkins Theatre

1977 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
Deluxe. 2 Door, P/S/B, Locks,
Windows, Seats, AM/FM Cassette
Stereo, 129,000 Miles. Great running condition . Call after 6:00 p.m.
465-2051 . $1500.

8:30 P.M.
Tickets:
$11 .00 Students
$14.00 General Publ ic
Available at
Wilki ns T. P.A.
Box Office

D.J. For Hire. 6 years experience.
Radio stations, clubs and private
parties. Music for all occasions.
Reasonable rates. Call Bob at
233-6551 for appointment.
Tired, exhausted, experiencing
stress? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
certified, Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Guttman, C.R:M.T. at 687-4549.
·

THE DROTHERS OF

PHI BETA SIGMA .

THf I-IAPPY

JOURNfY1i

\

\

or

'~ I'

"our
i

:

EJes . '

TRENTON~

OM.t)._

on\

C/t11DtN

Dece111ber 9th
December 10th
Dece111ber 11th

11-~
E

LL'.

GE\

~

GARDEN STATE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
Rap Show
December 10th,
9-1
In Cafeteria
rlf

Featuring Point Blank
And The M.C.'s and Finesse
Kean College Students Free
Guests $1.00
Sponsored by C.C. B.

Applications
Now Available
T-106
A limited number of $6,000 fellowships to be awarded to New Jersey
Residents planning to enter a New Jersey graduate school Fall , 1987.
GREs must be taken no later than February 7, 1987 (registration
deadline is January 2, 1987).

1

Decisions will be based on distinguished academic achievement .
Deadline for filing Fellowhsip applications is:
March 1, 1987
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INDEPENDENT PERSONALS-Whale Puppy, I'm glad we've got
each other. I Wuv U! Love, "lookinFine" P.S. Need any gas?
New Sisters of Sigma Beta Chi,
Congratulations! You all did a great
job, I'm. proud to call you all

SISTE~S!. Love, Sherrie ·
ICeMt College Companion, Drop
any cups lately? If so, did your
"sprinkler" have anything ·to do
with itl

To Lucy and Pokey, H i.

'-;ave, DD

Sisters, Delta Sigma Pi is the best
and there ain't no doubt about it!

To Kim Miller, Hi Honey, I have a
squirt gun with your name on it go
ahead, make my day! Love Always,
The loss

Dumbo's
KT, You' re the best sister and the
best friend someone could ask for.
Thanks for brightening my day! LSG

Tony - _" Did I ask?" Michele

never had a chance! let's kick ass
in Trivial Pursuit next. Love, Sore

Miss Krug, Thank you for not

Tony ..!... ~'Eighteen Dol~rs FOR A

leading me into a "real' puddle or

PIZZA?!?!? Michele

~

tree. I.owe, Dumbo -12

To Chicken little, La,.,e those
chicken le·gst Jr.

Detta Siglm Pi - leta Nu Cl..s,
I loo.e you guys. Lowe, Diane

To My Monopoly Partner, They

MD, 'rt>u have to learn how to stop
biting! You're crazy but I luv ya. CT

To lick Hunter, You're right!

Gregg, RA Rogers, It was great see-

Minmer is definitely, an ' absolute
total airhead! Sez; Khyron the
Destroyer

Mindy, You finally made it, congratulations. John

To The Fat, Bald, Italian Man - Did

Intrigued

you read Ziggy on Saturday? If not,
stop by the office. Your 2 Buddies

Summer Blond Revealing Tan Lines.

D-:ar Pat, Two days till Boston, Me.

Hey, Freddie, Not only are we " hus-

I' ll make more moves than Allied
Van Lines.

and the winkle can't wai t. I love
you . Eric

band and wife" but now we are also
" Brother and Sister:' Jen

B - We love ya. The Kids
Hey Deb, I know it's late, but thanks
for the personal. Pablo Piccaso is an
a-h--e. Love Ya, Gumby Damn-It
Dear Doris, Here's to 1 out of 3, an
infi nitely better ratio than O out of
3. See you at Thursday's history
class. Interested Pablo Picasso

Chuck, Thanks for coming back into my I if~. We're gonna make it and
be together forever. I know we're
meant to be. I love you . Dee

OH BOY, OH BOY, OH BOY!!! IT'S
A BOY!!! 11:5 5 P.M., Scott Hudzik,
Nov. 17, 1986, Rahway Hospital.
Parents: Leo and Sherry Hudzik,
Grandparents: Mrs. H. Caulfield,
M r. and Mrs. A. Hudzik, Great
Grandma: Sophie Hudzik, Proud
Uncle: Uncle Greg (Alias lee
Harvey Mugsy).

YOUR STEP.

Sandy, I hope you enjoy my royal

Cream Puff, Love to puff on your
cream . Be talkin to ya. Puff-Stuffer

BETTER WATCH

blue G-string. Next time I will be in
it. Joel

Patty, If we don't like th em we can
always leave. But let's get some dinner out of it next time! K

To Boo-Boo: I'm personally putting
you in the limel ight - my limel ight!

Love Always Me!!!
To My Big Sister Elise, Thank you
for giving me the patience to make
it through pledging and hell night.

Love Always, Eileen-EBX
To the Sisters of EBX, Thank you for
all your support. We are honored to
call you sisters. Love, The New

Sisters of EBX

Col and Fife, Happy Belated B'day.

To Gina, Thanks for everything. You

becomi ng a sister! Yot: made it
through all the b.s. and I'm proud
of you! Debbie

To The Sexy Men On Campus, Two
charming females looki ng for a
good time. Send a personal back.

Madams X & Y
To Mike in 218 Whiteman, You have
a hot body! I'd love to get togethe r
and have a little fun . Send me a person! if you 're interested . Gemini

those mets but none of them has an
ass like yours. Tell me, what does a
real New Yorker wear under his
toga? An Admirer

Saturday night, we were stranded in
Little Ferry totally lost and alone!
S.H . when?

I LOVE YOU! ! Take m_e away with
you . You decide! Oregon

night. The Monkeys were cute, but
not as cute as you. Love, Thyndy

Congratulations
to
the
Woodpecker! We're glad you made
it kiddo! Love, 'lour Forever Buddies
you can drive me nuts with the stuffed animals. It gives me an eggache.

To the new Greeks in Dougall Hall,
We' re very proud of you ! Congratulations and enjoy the benefits
you 'll encounter as " sisters"!! Love,

Tony, John Eugene, Chris, Theresa
& Kim

Tom, I just can't seem to forget you,
stays on my

Julie, So how does it feel? Honorary

To All the Sisters of Lambda,

no more, sister through & through!
I'm so glad you made it up that last
step! Welcome to Omega!l.ove, Kim

your Windsong mind. Cushla

Thanks for taking good care of me
through Hell weekend. I love you
all!!! Love, Timex

Punkin & Puddin~ The best friends
and pubmates anyone could have.
Remember our pledge to the
SW.M.H.C. Love, Bun E. Rabbit

anybody know what retroversion
and anteversion is? Kerri T.

Beth, Thank you for everything! You
are th e fi nest lady I have ever met.
Hope our relationship stays li ke thi s
forever. Love Ya, Rod

To Miss Carlsen, Miss Janesko and
Miss Starzick: " Chi Nau Foo Siki
Aki Poo Sow A Chi Aki Saki. Egg
Foo Yung! Dumbo -9 & -4

To Diane, 1,2,3 .. . GOOD! Jen

WANTED: A girl like a com puter
user. Friendly
Cool Winer, Hey babe! It's Frank
Bartles, and he wants to do lunch
with you - Have your girl ca ll his
girl - Thank you for your support.

'65' Blue Bomber

To Alyce, My-Big; Just .. . THANX!
Love, Your Little

To Miss Potashkin, Next time we go

Let's thank your boyfriend, my bif,
for good taste - you and me. Love
Ya! Hubby

Dear Mr. Crabby, Too bad things
didn't work out, the good ti mes
were great!! See you around .
Always, Lori Gibbons
Tedly, Tree, and Face, Let's hear it
for the right family. What about you,
Larry? Thanks for being my famil y,
guys. TJ
Donna, Hell Week??? It's been Hell
MONTH!!! I'm still waiting for an
explanation . Don't be so un-social.
(very). Confused
Maggie, Try to forget about him.

Tammy and Debbie, Thanks for the
memorable "Train Ride". I will

Your Friend Hockey

Maybe you could give somebody
else a chance. I would like to give
someone in mind a chance, thin k
about it. I am tryin g to forget mine.

Fran, So, how does it fee l to be a
free woman? Are you plann ing your
next illegal act?And will you please
fi x your headboard! Your Favorite
Journalist

Chief & "86'~ Thanks for everyth ing

The Sprite-Seltzer Man, Is your
engi ne still hot! J.B.

you 've done for me. You're the best.
Love, "99"

To the Tues. Nite Pub Crew, Sorry

Tory, Thanks for putting·up w ith all

I missed it tues. How many for Blondie then? Love ya!

the sounds AN D for waking me up.

_Love ~lways, Debbie
210: Yes, it's me in 310 again . W here
did our friendship go? I want it back!
Do you? Upstairs

Roomie, Tha nks fo r the memorable
evening of A+B=C. Remember that
C is forever and th at's what makes
me ha ppy. Love Ya, Suzi

I love you too! 0
ever happened to me. I don't wa nt
to lose you. I hope things work out.

Love, Mark Anthony

To Geralyn and Eleanor, ! want an
Oompa Loompa NOW!!! Love,
Boffin

to the city, I'm bringing the bubbles
and you 're going to pop them
before they hit the floor!

To Trina, Troy and Mary, "If you fa il
Art Ed., fo rm a rock group instead."
From LA Poets Inc.

Dear Roommate, Thanks for you r
help when I've been in trouble lately! Your Future Roommate

To L.C. , I say a " root-a-toot a-rootytoot-toot: ' D. #9

To RA, Fife, and Scales, Thanks, I

Yo, Harlock! W ho's laugh i~g now?

couldn't have made it withut you .
You mean alot to me. I love you
guys!! Love, Murt

Do you want me to zap your other
eye out? Hmmmm? Ha! Ma! Man

We miss ya! 612

To Little & Puppy Dog, You guys did

To My Big Sister Marybeth, Thanks
for being there for me, thanks for
helping me get through it, but most
of all I want to thank you for picking me to be your little. Love Ya,

Love & Sisterhood, Baxter "8"

hope everything turned out alright
on 12/1 - I love you and I'll stick
with you through it. P.S. Did you
~~p -~~Y ~~I>~.!ately?

Mike C., When are we going to
Love and Friendship, Mary

Terri

. Debbie, You're the best thing that

Cindy, M iss seeing ~u around . Let's John, The place ain't the same
do lunch sometime. Love Ya, Mary without ya! It's j ust too damn quiet.
N.Y.C.? Maybe if we make it a year
from today we'll make it! Ha! Ha!

season. We'll miss u Patti & Laura
& Kath , you guys are the best. Love,

To the Newest Additions of Omega
Sigma Psi, We're as glad as you are
that it's over. Congratulations! The
next tears we see better be tears of
joy! Love, Omega Alumni

I love you . Every time I see you in
the Caf or CCB office I get shivers
up my spine.

your best? I think you did a good
job. Keep smiling! Caring Sister

Football Cheerleaders you guys are
AWE-SOME! thanks for a terrifi c

Love, Casper and Oogie

Kim, What else can you do but try

To the Junior OT Class, Does

you good advice all of the time, I
still want you to feel you can talk
to me whenever you want. If you
ever have a problem I am and
always will be here for you! Love,

Miss Powers, My wife and honey.
Markie, You 're the greatest bro; but

Aimee, You don't know how much

you. You are so incredibly gorgeous.
! want you . I love you. Take me I'm you rs!! A Secret Admirer

Bananahud

Blue Eyes

you for the hard one.

To Ken in 608 Burch, I lust after

Thank God I don't h.M? to buy a
new one. That would be illen~

Green E)'eS, Even if I cannot offer
Louie and Clyde (Alias "The
Johns"): Because of no S.H . on

Gina, Fi rst the popcorn, now the
washer, w hat next? The dorm? Biss
Baby

If I sa id I didn't want to break up,
would you believe me?

To The Hunk in 204 Burch - Love

We could have had rhinos but you
wanted a chimpanzee.

are the best big anyone could ask
for. Love, Biss Baby

you for your guidance, praise and
patience. It is a honor to be one of
you . The Kappa Class

to now? I promise I'll make it up to
you by the end of the semester.
Name your price. The Mad Chemist

un I tell }IOI.I Pl", I found my face!

never forget it. P.S. I could go for
some pizza. Love, Babs

Sisters of Zeta Delta Pi - Thank

"Professor Mike'~ What's my tab up

Probably have one anyway. W/1..uv,

a ·date for Dec. 5.
I wanna take ya. But I'm too shy!

Congratulations to Omega Sigma
Psi for showing us your outstanding
fl aming mimi. Dave L. P.S. Thank

Rachel, So when can I have a long
conversation about linguisti.cs with
Doris? Patrick

Desperately Seeking - Sexy, male
own ing a si Iver Colt - li cen se plate
number 792-VUZ. I think you 're hot!
Could I interest you in a quiet evening for two? Lady In Lust

To All New Net Sisters of Pledge
Class Chi, We made it! I knew we
could, if we just stuck together. Love
& Friendship Forever, Phyllis

Katt, Gotta love those eyes of you rs!

Yes Miss Hall, we IO<M!d Hell week.

To Jen Rodi·, Congratulations on

Sigma & Kappa, Now you 're Beta

She-Ra

To all the New EBX Sisters, Congrats!! Love, Effin'
Watch it, the osteoperosis is starting
to set in you old lad ies. Love, Hi-D

Beth, AXP have

Markie, Sorry I woke you Saturday
and Sigma - Barbaar and Celeste
congrat s famou s Hell N i ght
Elephants. See you in the midnight
hour. X-Mond

Brothers and "Nu" Brothers of Nu
Delta Pi, I am a sister now, so you

DeDe 410 Whiteman, You are so
hot and sexy. I've been wanting you
for a long time but I know you have
a boyfriend . Dump him and get a
real man who will satisfy your every
need. Love, Mr. X
D - Thank you so much for the
roses and teddy's (Bear and Bare?)
You're so hot and I'm lovin' it. Let's
do hot oil tonight! fo,eyer lours Teem

Broken .HNmd-

Mindy, Tony, and Quena, You finally made it. Congratulations. Love,
John

ing you at the bank and in the
library. Hope we can see each other
in a more personal place next time.

Karen Shelte, I've seen you in the
Pub and at the Halloween party. I
know your name from a mutual
friend. You're gorgeous and I' m in
love. '°ur Secret Admirer, a.T.P.

D.E., You 're the best friend in the
'M>rld! G.R. was looking better every
time we passed it. It can only happen to us. Love, Oogie

Miss Carlsen, Let's see that Mexican
Rose Dance again! Love, Dumber
Number 12

Ra, Great job done so far. Keep up
the good 'M>rk. If you need any help
you know where to come. Love,

Sucy & Nancy, You gave it your all,
we love you & better see you next
year! Delta Sigma Pi's Beta Nu

quit- I'd loo.e to get caught in your
" Spider W!b:' Signed "Come" and

Debs

O.ss

"Meat Me"

Faby

To The Cute Looking Guy in 603
Bartlett with the body that won't

a great job. Keep up the tradition .

Frank Z. - Call me crazy but . ..
wasn't your birthday on Monday?
Hope it was happy. Luv, Michelle
Chuckie, About the other day, let's
do it again!!! I luv ya.

Marie, Thanks for the pep talk and
all the smiles during pledging! 1AM,

Jenny

With The Feeling
To My Kean College Companion, I

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion . The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifically name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences
readers make.
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Comics
CLIFF'S CREW

By Vince Jones
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College Corner

By Allen Mbss

© Edward Julius
41 " . .. not with ACROSS
but a whimper."
1 Where one might
43 Return on investstudy Andy Warhol's
ment (abbr.)
works ( 3 wds. )
44 Pondered
12 Enrollment into
45 Belonging to Mr .
co 11 ege
Starr
14 "Calculus Made Sim- 47 Part of the classiple," e.g. (2 wds.)
fieds (2 wds .)
16 Evaluate
48 Possible place to
17 Extremely small
• study abroad (2 wds)
18 Follows a recipe
52 Small school i n Candirection
ton, Ohio (2 wds.)
19 Belonging to Mr.
53 Orson Welles film
Pacino
classic (2 wds . )
22 Of 1and measure
23 Meets a poker bet
DOWN
24 Gay (WW II
plane) ·
1 Those who are duped
26 Capri, e .g.
2 "Do unto- ... "
27 Belonging to Mayor 3 Fourth estate
Koch
4 Goa 1s
28 Irritate or
5 Well-known record
embitter
label
30 Train for a boxing 6 Well-known king
match
7 151 to Caesar
31 and the
8 Prefix meaning '!Ii ,:.Belmonts
9 Confused (2 wds.)
32 Processions
10 husky
35 Diet supplement
11 Most inmediate
(abbr.)
12 Like a sailboat
38 Scottish historian 13 Cash re9ister key
and philosopher
(2 wds.)
39 College in Green- 14 En (as a whole)
vi-lle, Pa.
15 Auto racing son of
40 The Venerable Richard Petty

19 Political disorder
20 cit . (footnote
abbreviation)
21 Traveled on a
Fl ex i b1e Flyer
24 Glorify
25 Prospero' s servant
in "The Tempest "
28 Well-known government agency
29 American league
team (abbr . )
30 Fictiona l hypnotist
32 Style exempli fied
by Picasso
33 "She's . . ."
(from "Flashdance")
34 Be unwell
35 Visible trace
36 Think
37 Woman's undergarment
38 Co11111it --kiri
40 burner
42 " ... for if I away ... "

44 Actress Gibbs
46 African antelope
47 Well-known TV bandleader
49 Pince-(eyeglass type)
50 1968 film, " Station Zebra"
51 1965 film, " Ryan's Express"
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Intramural and recreational sports
\

The medics win

A new Intramural Flag Football
Champion was crowned on Sunday,
November 16th . The Medics
defeated Identity Crisis by a score
of 25-14.
Identity Crisis scored first 6
minutes into the first half when Joe
Dasti , Identity Crisis quarterback
ran in for the touchdown . The

Medics then scored on a pass from
quarterback Joe Delmauro.
The Medics Jim boffa began the
second half by scoring on a fumble
recovery, and then caught the extra
point to put the Medics ahead 13-6.
The Medics scored again on an 80
yard touchdown pass from Joe
Delmauro to Mark Wukovits. The

Congratulations to all the teams
for a fine season and superbsportsmanlike conduct throughout each
game.
Special thanks to all officials.

Intramural indoor whiffeball
Last week saw the end of regular
season play for this years Intramural
Indoor Whiffleball League. It has
been a season filled with many ups
·and downs for most of the seven
teams. The first half of the season
saw Sweet Leaf beating all the teams
in the league until they ran into a
backwall, Grand Slam, for their first
loss. Grand Slam who had dropped
one early in the season trailed
Sweet Leaf in the standings until a

win put them in a tie for first place.
The tie didn't last long as two games
later Grand Slam gave Sweet Leaf its
third loss in a row and Grand Slam
became sole owner of first place.
Grand Slam didn't remain in first
place for very long, losing their very
next game and who do you know
gave it to them, "Last place but
never say die and guaranteed to
make you laugh" Delta Force. The
loss to Delta Force put Grand Slam

NOTICE

final touchdown of the game was
scored by Greg Laverda on a twelve
yard pass from Joe Delmauro.

in a tie with last years champions,
the One Hitters. This tie remained
until Grand Slam met the One Hitters. The second to the last game of
the season Grand Slam won, giving
them solve ownership of first place
for the rest of the season. Congratulations ot Grand Slam for coming in first and good luck to all the
teams in the playoffs and always
remember that nothings over until
the fat lady sings.

ALL
Sports Clubs Meetings
Will End As Of
Saturday, December 6th.
All Clubs
Will Begin Meeting Again
As Of February 9th.

NOTICE

Swim for fun , exercise or competition
Swimming, says many of today's the number of swimmers on both
fitness experts is the best aerobic a the men's club and the women's
activity, offering great cardiovascular team," said Essing. " So, I've combenefits with a minimum of injury bined the practice times for the men
risks. More and more people are and women ." Essing believes that
joining the swimming bandwagon. there are many more students at
With Kean 's excellent swimming Kean who would enjoy swimming
facility in Di\ngola Gym you can as an activity. For this reason Coach
take advantage of the opportunity to Essing has decided to open the pool
swim on a daily basis.
to any Kean student who wishes to
Kean's first year swim coach, swim recreationally or competitiveBruce Essing is taking a new ap- ly. The practice sessions are held
proach with the swim team this between 3-6 p.m . at the pool in
season. "I'd really like to build up · D 'Angola Gym.

"We would really like to encourage Kean students to join us,"
said Essing.
The women's swim team lost their
first meet to the United States Merchant Marine Academy, 84-61.
" Despite the loss I was very pleased with the team's performance in
their first meet. Th is was the first
competition for many of the swimmers, and they produced in a real
competitive effort;' compl imented
Coach Essi ng.

All informal
Recreation Facilities will close
for the Fall 1.986 semester
on Friday, December 12
At 4:00 P.M.

The facilities reopen
Monday, January 5, 1987.
Happy holidays!!

Sports
Masini's hat trick leads skaters
By Bill Docherty
Center Rich Masini had his second consecutive three goal game
and freshman goaltender George
Ferrari came up with 29 saves to key
a strong defensive effort, as the Kean
College ice hockey team defeated
Stoney Brook 4-2 on November 22,
in Long Island.
The Cougars scored the only goal
of a close checking first period.
Masin i picked up a loose puck in
front of the Stoney Brook net and
lifted it into the upper right hand
corner of the cage to stake Kean to
a 1-0 edge. The Cougars jumped out
to a 2-0 lead when defenseman Ed
Shuman scored a power play goal
midway through the second period.
His slap shot from 30 feet out eluded the goalie between the pads.
Kean was shorthanded for much
of the second period, yet they only
allowed one goal. The Cougar

goalie, George Ferrari, made many
outstanding saves to protect the slim
2-1 advantage. Masini put the
Cougars ahead 3-1 late in the second when he took the puck out of
the corner and placed a low wrist
shot into the net from about 8 feet
out.
Masini put the game away with a
shorthanded goal early in the third
period . The play was started by
defenseman John Hall when he
picked up a loose puck at center ice
and broke out with Masini. Hall faked the Stoney Brook goalie, pulling
him to the left, and flipped a slick
backhand pass to Masini. He was
able to tap it in for his 16th goal of
the season and give the Cougars a
4-1 cushion. Ferrari and his teammates were able to stifle the Stoney
Brook attack for the remainder of
the game and preserve the victory.
Th•~ penalty killing unit of the

Overall standings

Cougars was especia lly effective,
while allowing only one pcmer play
goal. Leadi ng this unit were forwards Howie Krieswirth, Joe Gerbasio and Ch ris Finkle, along with
defensemen Glen Barbosa, Bill
Docherty, John Hall, Ed Shuman
and Joe Griffo. With the victory, the
team improved its record to 4-2 and
jumped into a tie for second place
in the Ga rden division of the
Metropolitan Hockey Conference.
The team's next home game wi II
be on December 8, against William
Paterson at Warinanco Park at 8:30
p.m. The fact that the Cougars will
be trying to avenge an earlier 5-4
loss to their conference rival, should
make for an exciting game.

By Mark Malinowski

·Kean College ski team?
By Dan Ward
Starting this season, Kean College
can proudly announce that they
have a ski team . Not a ski club, but
a racing team that will be competing against 16 other colleges at
Hidden Valley.
The team was created by students
themselves, and since this is the first
year of its existance, the school will
not fund them in any way. Therefore, it's me mbers have been intensely trying to raise the $2,600.00
that is the absolute mi nimum they
must have to compete. Fund raisers
such as sell ing candy, car washes,
and a raffle with $50.00 fi rst prize,
$100.00 second prize, and $75.00
third prize, are currently in progress.
The Kean College Ski Team would

like to recognize Mr. Kenneth R.
Kimble of the maintenance department for his very noteworthy donation of $50.00. As a member of the
team myself, I speak for us all, " We
can't thank you enough!"
Though we are successfully raising some funds, we have barely put
a dent in our ulti mate goal. So, we
are humb ly asking for tax deductible donations of any size.
If you are interested in making a
donation, buying a raffle ticket, or
even candy, please contact the office of Intramural and Recreational
Sports at 527-2002 .
The ski teams members are determi ned to make it happen, thank you
for your support, and hope you will
cheer us on as we hit the slopes in
January.

Phil Simms has thrown for 13
TD's however, also a league leading
16 interceptions.
Former USFLer, Gary Clark of the
Redskins, leads the NFC in receptions with 71.
The Washington Capitals, who
had the NHL's third best overall
record last season, are struggling at
7-13-5 so far this year. Thats 14th
best.
Fred Akers was fired last Saturday
after coaching the University of
Texas Longhorns to a 5-6 slate.
When Vinny Testaverde wins the
Heisman Trophy in December, he
wi 11 become the seventh of the last
eleven Heisman winners to not earn
a college degree. Testaverde, a
senior signal cal ler, is currently in
his sixth academic year at Miami
University.
The lucrative Ski ns Game was

2
2
2

Sigma Beta Tau & Friends
Raiders
Spikers

3
4

lgnatious Fuz.i!

5
5

6
7

8
9

Pro-update
•

1.

North and South Divisions
Name
Barbarians

Place

Scots
Team Bong
The Reds
Captai n Jack
Sigma Beta Tau Mixed Nuts
Chicos Kean
Hollywood Knights

Record

11-1
11-3
11-3
11-3
8-3
10-4
6-6
6-6
6-8
4-8
4-8
3-9

won by Fuzzy Zoeller for the se- , back.
cond straight year.
Since John Hannah, New EngCould it be time for Tom Landry lands Hall of Fame bound offensive
to hang up his hat?
lineman retired after last season, the
Mike Tyson, WBC Heavyweight Patriots ground attack has suffered.
Champion on being intimidated, Both Craig James and Tony Collins
" Nobody can intimidate me."
have yet to reach the 500 yard mark.
Mike Tyson on the possibility of
Will Rick Rhoden be the answer
a Michael Spinks-Gerry Cooney to the Yankee's starting pitching
Championship fight, "Oh, Cooney needs?
Bears running back Walter Payton
will kill Spinks:'
scored his first TD in seven games
Since accepting the coaching
chores in Boston, Terry O'Reilly has against the Steelers last week.
The Edmonton Oilers are only
coached the Bruins to a 5-4-3
four games above .500 at 14-10-1.
record .
What has happened to the
If Phil Simms failed to hit Bobby
Johnson in both of those fourth O' Brien-Toon connection?
period drives against Minnesota and
Defending NCAA College BasketDenver, the Giants would be 8-5.
ball champion, Louisvi lle Card inals
Si nce Ranger GM Phil Esposito lost two games in participating in
fired Ted Sator, the NY Rangers are the Alaska Shootout Tournament.
The Buffalo Bills won their first
2-1-2.
Jay Sch roeder, in his fi rst fu ll game on the road in three years
season as a starter, has thrown for when they upset Kansas City 17-14.
more yeardage, so far in 1986, 3288 Buffalo's most _recent road victory
yds., than any other NFC Quarter- was in 1983 also in K.C.
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SP.Orts
Hall of Fame induction for Kean College
Union, N.j.-Six former athletes
and one coach have been inducted·
into the Kean College Hall of Fame
on Sunday, November 23, 1986. The
competitors, whose athletic careers
ranged from the 1930s to the 1980s,
will be· inducted at a luncheon at
Downs Hall, Kean College, Union
at 12:00 noon. Tickets are $15.00.
· " These are all people who have
di stinguished themselves through
sustained athletic performance or
individual ach ievement," sa id
Robert Fridlington, the chairman of
the Hall of Fame Committee. " They
have all represented Kean College

with tremendous achievements and
the induction into the Hall of Fame
is our way of honoring them ."
George Bizlewicz, of Chester,
graduated in 1939. The captain of
the basketball team for the 38-39
season, Bizlewicz played guard for
all four years of his college career.
Saulius " Sam" Sabaliauskas of
Edison, was graduated in 1969. He
was a forward on the soccer team
for four years, and was named to the
All-Conference first team in both his
junior and sen ior years.
Patrice DiFabio Decastro, of
Mountainside, was the captain of

the 1974 field hockey team and
played center forward for the 1973
and 1974 -seasons. She set a single
season scoring record in 1973 with
22 goal s in 10 games. She also
played basketball and was
graduated in 1975.
Also from the class of 1975, James
Montalbano, of Brooklyn, NY, was
a goalie for the lacrosse team for
four years. He was named to the AllKnickerbocker Conference Honorable Mention once (1973); and to
the First Team twice (1974, 1975).
Kean won the Knickerbocker Championship in '74 and '75.

1986-1987 Women's basketball outlook
The Kean College women 's
basketball team has nine returning
letterwinners back from la st
season's 25-2 team, including all
five Cougar starters.
Last year's leading scorer and rebounder Krystal Green tops the list
of returnees for Kean . Green who
averaged 16.3 points per game and
8.3 rebounds per game broke a
school record for points in a season
with 423. She was named to the
New Jersey Athl etic Conference
(NJAC) first team and the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference first
team . .The New Jersey Writer's
Association honored Green as
Player of the Year.
Green was joined by last season's
two captain s Torrie Rumph and
Alicia Griffin on the NJAC first team
and the New Jersey Writer's
Association fi rst team . Rumph and
Griffin were also named to the
Newark Star-Ledger Division Ill first
team. Rumph averaged 13.9 ppg and
6 rpg, while Griffin scored 10.3 ppg.

Union, N.J.-The Kean College
Women's Basketball team defeated
New Jersey Athletic Conference opponent, Montclair by an 86-60
score on Saturday, upping their
record to 2-0. Their first win came
at the hands of Glassboro earlier in
the week when Kean won 80-54.
The Cougars were led by cocaptain Torrie Rumph (sr., Trenton)
this week. Rumph pumped in a
team ieading 22 points against
Montclair and led the Cougars with

All ·three of these seniors have a
good chance to surpass the career
1000 pt. mark this season .
Joining those three seniors on the
court again this year will be Donna Santos, a dynamite point guard,
and Wendy Norris who contributed
12.2 ppg and 7.9 rpg last year. Mary
Delehanty and Jil DeMark were
outstanding backup players for the
Cougars· last season, and they too
are returning for Kean .
With the entire team back, there
is however, one major change
within the Cougars' ranks. Patricia
Hannisch, 12-year coach of Kean's
team resigned shortly before the
season handling over the helm to
her able assistant of seven years,
Rich Wilson . Hannisch finished her
career with a 214-79 record at Kean . .
" We had a very good season last
year, but we' re looking to improve;'
stated Wilson . "For the seniors now, ,
this is it. They'll want to achieve
some goals that have eluded us in
the past." Certainly, one of those

evasive goals is an appearance in
the NCAA Final Four, along with a
regional championship.

20 ih the Gl.{ssboro conte"st. She
had only one turnover on the week
and contributed 6 assists and 6
steals while playing from both the
guard and forward positions.

Delehanty (W. Long Branch) led
Kean with 10 steals on the week and
contributed a combined 22 points
for the Cougars opening games.
The Cougar Coach, Rich Wilson
was fairly pleased with his teams'
start. "For an experienced team, I
thought it took us a while to get into the game against Glassboro, commented Wilson. " But, I am pleased with our two wins."
Kean travels to Rutgers-Camden
on Wednesday, Dec. 3rd to try to
continue their winning ways.

Co-captain Alicia Griffin (sr.,
Roselle) also had a good week, contributing 18 points against Montclair
and 12 points against Glassboro.
Last season's leading scorer, center
Krystal Green (sr., Trenton) scored 15
points in the Montclair game and
12 against Glass.boro. Senior Mary

For the upcoming season the
NJAC has switched to a two division
format which wi II force a playoff to
w in the conference title. This format
puts added importance on the
opening five games of the Cougars'
schedule which are all slated
against Conference opponents.
Kean's schedule is a very competitive one including a contest
with N .Y.U. (the only team to beat
Kean in the regular season last year)
and a road trip to Boston where the
women will take on the defending
National Champions, Salem State.
And the annual Kean Christmas
Classic will feature teams from four
different regions; Rhode Island ,
(Northeast), Western Connecticut
(East), Augustana, II. (Midwest) and
Kean (Atlantic) . Again the Kean

Cougars will have a season of
challenges to meet and overcome.

1986-1987 Men's basketball outlook
The Kean College Men's Basket- chell should be a strong force for
ball team has adopted a new look the Cougars.
and a new attitude for the upcomThese three juniors will lead a
ing season. Coach Ken Moss hopes team of two sophomores, Brian
to improve on last seasons' 5-19
Erickson 6'0 and Gus Markonis 6'4;
record by applying some new and nine freshman . If things go well
regulations for his team to follow. "I
this season, the Kean team will be
believe that if we emphasize . in great shape for the future. Four
academics we will be rewarded
freshmen could easily see plenty of
with the continuity that comes from
playing time this season . Anthony
hav ing a group of solid stu- Walker and Greg Zimmerman are
dent/athletes," Moss said . " That both high caliber swing men, each
continuity hopefully will thenlead 6'5. And Kevin Nance 6'2 and Steve
to success on the basketball court:' Cumber 6'2 are both deadly acLeadi ng th e quest for a winn ing curate with their di stance shots acseason wi ll be captai n Jack DeVri es,
cord ing to Moss. All four of these
a 6 1 6 j uni or center. He,wil l be join- frosh are solid defensive players.
ed by fel low return ing letterwi nner
Rounding out the freshman ranks
ju ni or Andy Wojtu nik and juni or fo r th e Cougars are Shane Cole,
transfer Marc M itchell a 6'5 forward
Darry l Hammary, Earl Henderson,
who comes from division I, Panhan- Andre Robinson and Keith You ng.
dle University in Ok lahoma. MitO ne of Kean's goa ls fo r th is

Union, N.j.-The Kean College
Men's Basketbal I team upped thei r
record to 2-2 wi th a 77-67 victory
over New Jersey Ath letic Conference opponent Montcl air on
Saturday.
The Cougars were led by
fres hman Tony Walker (Lakewood)
w ho scored 30 poi nts and M arc

Mitchell (jr., Plainfield) wh o dropped in 19 points and pulled down
a team leading 13 rebound s.
Kean led 34-29 at halftime and hit
a miraculous 15 for 15 from the floor
in the second half to outlast the Indians. Kean held the lead for the entire game.
" This was an important victory for
us. We are begi nn ing to pl ay better_

season is to break into the top four
of the New Jersey Athletic Conference. The Conference boasts
such excellent programs as Trenton,
Montclair, Jersey City and William
Paterson . "Playin·g .500 percentage
basketball could put the Cougars into the playoffs; ' said Coach Moss.
Unfortunately, one of the Cougars
captains and returnees, Al Higgin s
will be out for the season due to a.
broken ankle. Higgins would have
aided Kean's effort thi s year, but the
team w ill have to compensate for
the loss.
The Couga r schedule includes a
tip off tournament at Frostburg
Un iversi ty and a hol iday tourn ey at
Washington and Lee University.
With work and pati ence thi s
year's Cougar squad could develop
into a fi ne basketball team.

and are gaining the confidence that
we'll need to have a successful
season," said Coach Ken Moss.
The Cougars' confidence will be
tested by two conference opponents
this week. Kean hosts RutgersCamden at 7: 30 on Dec. 3rd, and
travel s to the Gothics of Jersey City
on Saturd ay the 6th .

Janet Montgomery, of Ocean City, played four years as a forward on
the women's basketball team . She
won the Coach's Award in 1975 and
the D 'Angola Award in 1978. She
still holds the single game scoring
record with 35 points which she
scored against St. John's in the 74-75
season. Montgomery graduated in
1978.
Norbert "Tito" Lajterman, of
Ramsey graduated in 1979 after
playing kicker for the Football team
for four years. Lajterman tied an
NCAA record for five field goals in
one game; kicked Kean's longest
field goal (53 yards) against Seton
Hall in 1976; -1nd set a school
record of 12 field goals in a season .

Patricia Hannisch, of Hillside, was
the coach of the Women's Basketball team from 1974-1986. In her 12
year career she accumulated a
214-79 coaching record . She was
named New Jersey Basketball
Writers Association Coach of the
Year and Newark Star-Ledger Division Ill Coach of the Year for her
team ' s 25-2 performance in
1985-86. She led the women to four
consecutive New Jersey Athletic
Conference Championships and to
four consecutive NCAA Regional
Tournament appearances. Hannisch
is the Associate Athletic Director at
Kean; and the first coach to be inducted into the Hall of Fame.

Women's varsity basketball 1986-1987
Day

Date

Opponent

Site

Tue.
Sat.
Wed .
Tues.
Fri.
Wed .
Mon .

11/25
11/29
12/3
12/9
12/12
12/17
12/29

Glassboro•
Montclair State•
Rutgers-Camden•
Trenton State•
Ramapo*
N.Y.U.
Xmas Tournament-W. Conn.

Tue.

12/30

Rhode Island & Augustana

6:00
3:00
A
7:00
6:00
A
H 8:00
A
TBA
H 6:00
PM
H 6:00
PM
H 7:00
H 7:00
A
7:00
4:00
A
A
3:00
7:00
A
A
2:30
7: 30
A
H 7:00
H 8:00
H B:00
A 6:00
H 7:00
A
7:00
H 7:00
H 7:00
TBA TBA
TBA TBA
TBA TBA
TBA TBA
TBA TBA

Tue.
Thu .
Wed .
Sat.
Sun.
Wed .
Sat.
. Tue.
Fri .
Tue.
Fri.

1/6
Scranton
Frostburg
1/8
Wi II iam Paterson•
1/14
Salem, Mass.
1/17
Pine Manor, Mass.
1/18
Stockton•
1/21
Elizabethtown
1/24
Montclair
1/27
Rutgers-Camden•
1/30
2/3
Jersey City
Trenton State
2/6
Wed. 2/11
Ramapo'"
William Paterson•
Fri.
2/13
Rutgers-Newark
Wed . 2/18
Stockton•
Fri.
2/20
Georgian Court
Mon. 2/23
NJAC Playoff .
Wed. 2/25
NJAC Championship
2/27
Fri.
NCAA Regionals
Fri/Sat 6,7
NCAA Quarterfinals
Fri.
3/13
NCAA -Championship
Fri/Sat 20,21
•conference Games

Time

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

A

H

& 8:00

& 8:00

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
P.M
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Coach: Rich Wilson
Asst. Coach: Jan Barry

Varsity men's basketball 1986-87
Day

Date

Oppon_
ent

Fri/Sat
Tues.
Sat.
Wed .
Sat.
Tues.
Fri .
Wed .
Fri/Sat
Wed .
Sat.
Wed .
Fri.
Mon.
Wed .
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Fri.
Wed.
Fri.
Wed.
Sat.

11/21,22
11/25
11/29
12/3
12/6
12/9
12/12
1/7
1/9, 10
1/14
1/17
1/21
1/23
1/26
1/28
1/31

Frostbur"g Tourna~ ent '
Glassboro State
.
Montclair State
Rutgers/Camden
Jersey City State
Trenton State
Ramapo
N.J.LT.
Washington & Lee Tourn .
Wi II iam Paterson
Rutgers/Newark
Stockton State
Glassboro State
Stevens
Montclair State
Rutgers/Camden
Upsala
Jersey City State
Trenton State
Ramapo
Will iam Paterson
Rutgers/Newa rk
Stockton State

2/2
2/4
2/6

2/11
2/1 3
2/18
2/21

Coach: Ken Moss

_

Site
A ';

A

.A
H
.A
A

H
A
A
.H
A
H
H
A
H
A
H
H
H
A
A
H
A

Time

TB·~
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
TBA
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 P.M
8:00 -PM
8:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
6:00 PM
8:00 PM
7:30 PM
7: 30 PM
2:30 PM

0

"I.

